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University officials evaluating Flexfunds spending for upcoming years

Sherideen Stoll
Universitys chief
financial officer

By Hannah Sparling

Reporter

The University Board ofTVustees
decided many financial matters
for the 2010 fiscal year yesterday, including a 2.94 percent
increase in residence hall room
Michael Marsh
rates and a 2.86 percent increase
Board of Trustee
in meal plan rates.
member
Chief Financial Officer
Sherideen Stoll said the
rate increases are part of the
University's annual evaluation of
its student services. They hope
Mark Gromko
to provide affordable options to
students that are comparable
Interim Provost for
to sister institutions, which are
the University
all seeking modest increases as
well, she said.
"These are very difficult economic times," Stoll said. "We
think it is a reasonable amount
John Harball II
of increase. We do informally
Board of Trustees
always keep an eye on discuschairman
sions at |other| institutions."
Stoll emphasized the importance of remaining competitive.
She presented different scenarios in which the University made
the requested rate increases
Sidney Ribeau
and all other institutions made
Former University
3 percent increases, and in the
president, creator
meal plan and residence hall
of President's
scenarios, the University went
Leadership Academy
from being seventh in affordability to fourth among Ohio's
13 total institutions.
The increase in meal plan
"It's a pretty good return,"
rates is also due to the USDA Trustee Bob Sebo said.
forecasted food inflation rate of
The Stroh Center project was
4 to 4.5 percent, Stoll said.
also approved, but Stoll said
The board also approved two they'll bring finalized debt fundrenovations that will bring the ing options before the board in
University one step closer to ful- their fall meeting.
filling its sustainability require"With the passage of time
ments of reducing energy con- and changes in expectations
sumption by 20 percent by 2014, ... Anderson Arena is not the
according to the House Bill 251 jewel it perhaps once was," she
Energy Conservation Plan. A said. "There will be no shortage
$7.5 million campus lighting of uses for this facility ISrroh
retrofit project has an estimated Center|."
annual energy consumption
Stoll said it's a normal process
reduction of 7.31 percent with for the University to approve
a 4.1 year payback period and the project prior to the funda S6.6 million heating and cool- ing, which is how the Union
ing system, which would reduce was introduced. She said they
campus energy consumption by
17.49 percent with a payback
See TRUSTEES | Page 2
period of around 2.4 years.

liach year about $1 million is spent at Wendy's in
the Union, through both
cash and flexfunds. and
a majority of that money
is never seen again by the
University.
Joseph Oravecz, associate vice president of
Student Affairs at the
University,said University

n

PAST
Flexfunds were created six years ago.
about a year after the
Union was built.
Because the Union
was new. everyone wanted to eat
there. It was always
extremely overcrowded, and the
other dining centers
on campus were left
empty.
University administrators created
Flexfunds to help
control foot traffic
in the Union and
spread out meal plan
usage to other dining
facilities.
"There was no traffic
in residential dining. You could walk
into McDonald or
Founders and there
would be literally
no customer base
there because they
all wanted to come to
the Union. -Nancy
Joseph, associate
director of Dining
Services.

Dining Services and
University administrators
are looking to change the
way I'lexfundsarespent to
bring some of that money
back to the University to
be reinvested into Dining
Services.
In the fall of 2009, then
will most likely be changes in the meal plan system, centered around the
use of Flexfunds, Oravecz
said. Hit: reason for the

PRESENT
OPTION 1: Keep everything
as is and make no changes in
meal plan usage.
With this option, there is the
chance that other dining facilities will have to reduce their
hours or cut their numbers of
student employees.
• UDS projected outcome:
($430,000)
OPTION 2: Allow Flexfunds
to be used only at UDS venues
only Students will not be able
to use meal plan money at
Wendy's.
• UDS projected outcome: $0
OPTION J: Allow Flexfunds
to be used in the Union before
10 a.m and after 2 p.m. and at
UDS venues only
• UDS projected outcome:
$125,000
OPTION 4: Get rid of
Flexfunds altogether and allow
regular meal plan to be used in
the Union before 10 a.m. and
after 2 p.m.
• UDS projected outcome:
$125,000

cha nges is Wendy's, where
mam students use a lot of
their Flexfunds. Students
put a lot of money into
Wendy's in l he Union, and
the Universitj geisalmost
none of it back, he said.
In the Union, there
are three
nationalbrand meal options;
Starbucks. Steak F.scape
»e WENDY'S | Page 2

FUTURE
■ Wendy's contract
with the University
runs out in 2011.
Wendy's contract will
most likely not be
renewed as is.
■ Options for the
future include buying
another franchise to
put in Wendy's place,
relocating Steak
Escape or renegotiating Wendy's contract
so it is run by the
University as a franchise.
"Now were able to
see the results [of
Wendy's contract]
and when we have
the opportunity to
make some changes
we will definitely take
advantage of that."
- Joseph Oravecz.
associate vice
president of Student
Affairs.

How to get involved: Attend the
meeting in the Union Multipurpose
room Monday at 6 pm.

'Smallest
coffee house'
in East Hall
elevator

If you could have one
eatery put in the Union,
what would it be?

ByK.,teSny<W
tart Campus Edrtor

Junior Ryan N'aderer figured he
would reach the most people if
he read poetry in an elevator.
"It's where most of the English
students and people would
come through," he said.
And along with tree poems,
students ami professors going
up or down in Fast Hall yesterday
could enjoy free coffee, Naderer's
English class created the "worid's

SPENCER CLARK
Freshman. Art History
"Cinnabon.because
they're delicious and
there isn't anything
dessert-ish here."
|Page4

TANNENGUATTA
CRASH: An unidentified driver crashed at Wooster and Main last night. As of press time,

See COFFEE | Page 2

thete was no information grven on the status of the drivei or the rause of the crash
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rhe University Board of TYustees
decided man) financial matters
For the 2010 fiscal year yester
day, including a 2.94 percent
increase in residence hall room
rates and a 2.86 percent increase
in meal plan rates.
Chief
Financial
Officer
Sherideen Stoll said
the
rare increases are part of the
University's annual evaluation of
its Student services, ihey hope
to provide affordable options to
students that are comparable
10 Sister institutions, which are

all seeking modes) Increases as
well, she said.
"These are very difficult economic limes.'' Stoll said. "We
think it is a reasonable amount
of increase. We do minimally
always keep an eye on discus

A long list
of the dead
Since 2005, violence
in Iraq has taken

sionsat [otherl Institutions."

87.215 of its citizens'

Stoll emphasized the importance of remaining competitive.
She presented different scenarios in which the University made
the requested rate increases
and all other institutions made
3 percent Increases, and in the
meal plan and residence hall
scenarios, the University went
from being seventh in affonlahility to fourth among Ohio's
13 total Institutions.
The increase in meal plan
i,lies is also ilue to the USDA
forecasted lood inflation rate of
I lo 4.5 percent. Stoll said.
The hoard also approved two
renovations thai will bring the

lives, according to
statistics collected by
The Associated Press
| PageS
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of Orange
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has concocted a new
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tilling its stisiainahilily requirements of reducing energy consumption In 20percent by2014,

according to the House Hill 251
Energ) < onservation Plan. A
$7.5 million campus lighting
retrofit project has an estimated
annual energ) consumption
reduction of 7.:tl percent with
a 4.1 year payback period and
a sti.ii million heating and cool
Ingsystem, which would reduce
campus energ) consumption by
17.49 percent with a payback
period of around 2.4 years,

University officials evaluating Flexfunds spending for upcoming years

Sherideen Stoll
sitys chief
financial officer

By Hannah Sparling

Michael Marsh
Board of Trustee
member

Mark Gromko
Interim Provost for
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"There was no traffic • UDS projected out.
$125,000
in residential dining. You could walk
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into McDonald or
Flexfunds altogether a:
Founders and there
regular meal plan to b.
would be literally
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Services.
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University
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of President's
Leadership Academy

"It's a pretty good return.''
liuslee Boh Si'ho said.
The Stroll Center project was
also approved, bin Stoll said
they'll bring finalized debt fundinn options before the hoard in
then tall meeting
"With the passage of time
and changes in expectations
... Anderson Arena is not the
jewel ii perhaps once was," she
said." I here will he no shortage
ill uses lor this facility |Stroh
Centerl."
Stoll said it's a normal process
tor the University lo approve
the project prior lo the fund
ing, which is how the Union
was Introduced. She said ihey

i tract
with the University
runs out in 2011.
■ Wendy * contract will
most likely not be
renewed at is.
~ Options for the
future include buying
another franchise to
put in Wendy s place,
relocating Steak
Escape or renegotiating Wendy's contract
so It is run by the
University as a franchise.
"Now we're able to
see the results [of
Wendy's contract]
and when we have
the opportunity to
make some changes
we will definitely take
advantage of that."
- Joseph Oravecz,
associate vice
president of Student
Affairs.
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WENDY'S
From Page 1

and Wend) V Starbucks and
Steak Escape are fnmchised by
the University, which means the
University pays u> use their names,
but the «iiues tlniiiscru's are run
by the University and the profits also p> back to the University.
Oravccz said. Wendy's, however, is

notrunbytheUnhasfty.Wendy'sis
hasirally just a Icnant in the Union,
run by an outside business ownec
They pay rent and operational costs
for their location in the Union, but
tlie majority of their profits leave the
University and ejo to the third party
owner.
"Overall, it's very important
to get across that the monies
need to be Invested back into the
University and dining services,
and that's what is driving our
close examination of the use of
our meal plan," (Iravecz said.
UDS has come with a list of
possible ways to change how
meal plan and 1 lexfunds are
spent in the Union to try to stop
so much meal plan profit from
going to Wendy's. I be changes
include ideas like putting time
restrictions on when and at what
venues meal plan can be s|X'iit in
the Union or at Wendy's, or even
not allowing meal plan to be used
at Wendy's at all.
The decision about which plan
to adopt will ultimately be made
by Edward Whipple, vice president of student affairs. Oravecz
said first he will make a recommendation to Whipple based on
research and feedback from student groupv and then Whipple
will make the final call.
Oravecz said because the
changes are going to go into effect
in the fall of 20(19, he hopes to
have the decision made before the
end of this semester so students
can understand what is going on
and give their input. I lowever, he
said, that might not be possible
because there is so little time left.
"We're not looking lot a vole.''
he said, "but we want to make
sure the key student groups are
representat he of the students and
have the opportunity to provide
us with their reactions."
Newly elected HSG President
Surdeep Mutgi said he definitely

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966

thinks a change needs to lie made
in the way meal plan and flex
funds are used, but it needs to
be a change that will not drive
Students away from the Union
completely.
Wendy's gets a ridiculous
amount of our money and we get
almost nothing back." he s.ncl
"IBut| my concern right now
is that if we put too many hour
restrictions it's going to become
less of a student union and more
of a faculty/staff union."
Sophomore loseph Helens, a
newly elected Undergraduate
Student (!o\eminent senator, has
been going around and talking
to students about the possible
changes, lie said most stiidenis
he's talked to are upset they
might lose Wendy's as a meal
plan option, but understand that
changes need to be made,
"Hie ones I talk to care that
they're IpossMy] losing Wendy's,
bill realize it s necessary," he said.
"I giiess you have to think about
what is l he greater good for the
University. I think we have to look
to the future. A million dollars a
year lost is quite a bit."
Oravecz said one plan for
the money that will lie saved if
lk\ funds are no longer spent
at Wench's is to put it toward
upgrading other dining facilities
on campus, probably starting wii h
McDonald dining hall. He said it
will definitely take lime, and probably no immediate changes will be
made, bin I IDS can at least start
working toward that goal.
Monday at (i p.m. in the Union
Multipurpose room there will be a
meeting to discuss the master pan
for dining services and residential life. Students with concerns
about (he future of meal plan and
l-lexfunds are welcome to attend.

TRUSTEE
From Page 1

want to make sure the market is ready to buy University
bonds
"There's always a timing
issue too," she said.
Because of the favorable
prices in the construction market, Sloll said now is a great
time to get into the market.
"We are going to have a very,
very busy next 24 months," she
said, in reference to planned
renovations and projects.
The board approved promotions and tenures and a
master's and bachelor's degree
in architecture.
"This program currently

COFFEE

"That's a good idea, though. Elevators are

From Paqe 2

really awkward. It gives you someone to

smallest coffee house" in celebration of National Poetry
Month. Members of the class
signed up for reading shifts.
Naderer started reading at I
p.m. and was still going strong
ai 2:30p.m.
A cup sat next to him for
donations for the University's
literary magazine. Prairie
Margins, because in addition
to celebrating poetry, the project was designed to spread t he
word about the magazine.
"Two types of literature in
the same tiny room," freshman K.I. Ingram said.
Ingram
worked
with
Naderer to gather volunteers
from thqir class to read in
shifts.
They read Robert Prost

talk to if you're riding the elevator alone."
Kendta Weiley | Elevator rider

and T.S. Eliot, and "just stuff
people would know," Naderer
said. He got a lot of confusion
from passengers.
He also got a lot of thank
you's.
English instructor lason
Simon got on the elevator and
didn't go anywhere.
"I'm actually gonna ride
back down," Simon said. "I'm
just here for the coffee."
He wasn't the only one.

Naderer said someone
refused to leave until he finished the poem.
"He came back and made

me read the whole thing,"
Naderer said.
Freshman Kendra Werley
also got off on her floor, then
doubled back.
'"I want to hear the poetry,"
she said.
Werley listened to Naderer
read (.wishing as she rode
down again and hack up. She
said she's never seen something like that before.
"That's a good idea, though."
she said. "Elevators are really
awkward. It gives you someone to talk to if you're riding
the elevator alone."

CITY BRIEF
BG becomes art gallery
for 17th annual ArtWalk
Tomorrow, Historic Downtown Bowling
Green will be hosting its 17th annual
ArtWalk from noon to 5 run.
' This ArtWalk turns Downtown Bowling
Green into the largest art gallery in
Northwest Ohio The show will be held
rain oi shine and admission is free. Shuttle
vans die made available for visitors and the
Holiday Inn Express has a weekend package for out-of-town visitors.
The sneak peek building tour will give
guests a chance to look into downtown
buildings such as the Cla zel. First
Presbyterian Church, the Wood County
Courthouse and the Masonic Temple.
This year visitors can enjoy
■
The jazz ensemble Chris
Buzzelli and Friends will be performing at
the Cla-zel theater
■
Cartoonist Phil Machi will be
signing his work at BGSU on Main
■
Potter Biandon Knott will be
throwing pots at Calico. Sage and Thyme.
■
The BGSU University
Performing Dancers will be performing
short movement pieces every half hour
at Shirts. Signs & Designs/Underground
Downtown.
■
Glass artist Keith Maiok will be
making glass pendants with a torch (lamp
working) at Coyote Beads
■
ArtWalk visitors who take the
Shoe Stroll can win prizes donated by
Downtown BG merchants and participating artists.
■
Visitors can also purchase a
color-your-own souvenii T-shirt or tote bag
featuring the distinctive art walk shoe logo
designed by Kelli Kling.

KATESNYDEB I THE BT. NEWS

exists as a major in bachelor
of science in technology," said
Interim Provost Mark Gromko,
who explained it's basically a
name change at the undergraduate level, but they're
adding a master's degree.
Developing'
Effective
Businesses and Organizations
was decided as the University's
next Center of Excellence,
along with 21st CenturyEducator Preparation.
Trustee Chair lohn Harball
II said his favorite action items
had todo with former President
Sidney Uibeau. The board officially renamed the President's
leadership Academy, a leadership scholarship created in
1997 by Uibeau, the Sidney A.
Uibeau President's Leadership

Academy. They also decided LIST JUMPING
to name the plaza at the Wolfe
Center for the Arts Ribcau The cost of higher education, sorted
by fiscal year 2009 cost:
Plaza.
"We honor and thank Dr.
Ribeau for his 13 years at the BEFORE:
University," Harball said.
7. Bowling Green State University
Trustee Michael Marsh said Total Tuition and Fees: $9,060
it was fitting to name an open Room & Board: $7020
area after Ribeau, who in order Total 2008: $15,754
to save money, chose to have Total 2009: $16,080
an inaugural picnic instead Total cost increase from 2008 to
of a pricey ceremony when 2009: 2.1%
he came to the University in
1995.
AFTER:
"He was maybe something 4 Bowling Green State University
different than a college admin- Total Tuition and Fees: $9,060
istrator ... more of an artist that Room & Board: $7,310
a president," Marsh said.
Total 2009: $15,754
Ribeau will be on campus Total projected 2010: $16,370
Saturday for the Wolfe Center Total cost increase from 2009 to
2010: 3.91%
ground breaking.

For a sample o( the art on display:
■
The Art-a-Site! Gallery and
Studio has a roster of artists whose work
includes drawing, painting, fiber art, jewelry
fabrication and enamel work
■
Grounds For Thought Cafe
is hosting an exhibit of "altered books"
created by University of Toledo students,
along with a fine arts & crafts gallery.
■
Arts In Common Gallery is also
hosting a variety of artists and activities.
■
The Wood County District
Public Library is hosting two exhibits: The
Community Gallery and The Survivors'
Art Exhibit coordinated by Behavioral
Connections and sponsored by the
Bowling Green Exchange Club.
■
Two BGSU organizations,
The United Fellowship Center (UFC) and
The Bryan/Wankelman Galleries are also
participating.

Source: www.downtownbgohio.org

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

STOP

by our office &
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New Listings!

MB&CA

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
31* K. WiHisiir Street. Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE |4I9| 354-2260

Student Housing

Hours- Monday to Friday Xi.W- to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 tu 5:00
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LARGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
COLUMBIA
COURTS APTS
903 - 935 Thurstin
i 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
i Furnished
■ Starling at ■^~ J76000+ utilities <£""<»,»,
1
On-site laundry^
i Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
> Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost
i Free Wireless Internet

HEINZ APTS
424 Frazee
808 & 818 N. Enterprise

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
■ Furnished
■ Starting at <£" $900°°
+ utilities ^P« *,„„,,,
• On-site laundry
•Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
■ Plenty of parking
■ Free Internet Access

MERCER MANOR
323 & 331
S. Mercer Rd.

• 3 bedroom/ 2 fullbaths
• Starting at ,SJ^b
+ Utilities
<£>"<<°n,t>
• On-site laundryVv-J"^
• Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• BGSU Shuttle stop
• Plenty of parking
•Free Wireless Internet

Across from ALDI

www.g reenbriarrentals.com
Hours
Monday - Friday: 9am - 5pm
Saturday 10am - 3pm

119 Clay St. -$685
730 Elm St. - $615
316 Ridge St. - $705

445 E Wooster St
Bowling Green, OH 43402

419-352-0717
www qreenbriarrentals com
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GET A LIFE
CALENCAR Of [VENTS
Some events taken from pventibgsuedu

8 a rn. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #12:
Joe Meiser Exhibit
Union Gallery Space

8 a.m. -11 p.m.
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

8 -rn - 7 pm.
Tie Dye Thorn
Education Building North Steps

9 a.m.-4 pm
Sebo Lecture Series 2009
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Union

10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Clay Club Annual
Spring Sale 2009
1218 Fine Arts Center

8 p.m.
'Monkey Storms Heaven'
Joe E. Brown Theatre.
University Hall

8 p.m.
Concert Band and
University Band
Kobacker Hall.
Moore Musical Arts Center

8 - 9 p.m.
Water World
112 Physical Sciences Building
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Activists to abduct,' 'rescue' themselves to
shed light on children soldiers in Uganda
By Lin Chafcti
Reporter
This weekend, activists will
be abducting themselves for
a change.
In 10 different countries
around the world — including the U.S., the U.K., New
Zealand and South Africa
— and in more than 100 cities,
they will be rescued.
The liberation will involve
various people "abducting"
themselves, marching to the
designated camp site, staying
out in one of the cities and
being saved by various people
after spending a night in their
camp in order to raise awareness for Invisible Children.
Teddy Brown, who has
been involved with Bowling
Green's part in the rescue said
Invisible Children represent
the child soldiers around the
world that have been forced to
fight against their will.
Invisible Children is an
organization which started in
2003 after three filmmakers
went to Africa and discovered
the situation in Uganda where
children are being used as sol-

"HopefLilly it will help bring the
situation to light. We want the world
leaders to step up. We want the children
to be rescued from being child soldiers."
Joy Savage | University alumna
diers for the rebel group LHA
(Lords Resistance Army) led
by ioseph Kony, according to
their Website.
This week the students
have taken charge to help
raise awareness for the rescue including book-binding in
the Arts Village to sell at the
Union tables and the popular
aforementioned documentary
being shown every night in
the Union theater.
The final showing of the
documentary in Olscamp
was followed last night by a
mini-rescue situation, where
students at the University
abducted themselves in order
to be rescued.
Joy Savage, an alumna who
has been involved with the
Invisible Children program
for over a year, explained the

rescue this weekend is a lobby
for change.
"We want to help to gel the
world out to help against the
war," she said.
Savage will' be attending
the rescue in Cleveland this
weekend and the rescuers are
suspected to be councilmen
along with the media covering
the event.
"Hopefully it will help bring
the situation to light." she said.
"We want the world leaders to
step up. We want the children
to be rescued from being child
soldiers."
Therearethreeotherrescues
happening in the area including a rescue in Cincinnati and
Columbus, and one in Grand
Rapids. Midi., according to
the Invisible Children Web

site.

BROOKE MOTT

'HEBGMWS

ABDUCT. SEARCH AND RESCUE: Students gather together rn the Union Oval to
raise awareness for Invisible Children" 01 children put mto slavery and used as soldiers in
Uganda The cause was formed out of a documentary shot by three filmmakers who visited the country plagued with repression. 'The rescue" is being held in major cities all over
the country and is a effort made into action across the world.

AKING A SWING AT THE CHEVY SEDAN

The wide world of percussion

BROOKE MOTT

'H-:Bf.N£WS

DRUMMIN': The Kayabusa Taiko Ensemble stunned the audience at Kobacker Hall last

SMASHING OUT STRESS: Sophomore Marecia Gaston swings a sledge hammer at a donated car to release amiety and stress The Resident Adviy?rs of the Rodgers Quadrangle

night under the direction of Tammy Metz Starr. The "Festival of the Night" show was led

obtained and donated the car and placed it in the lawn next the Education Building to give students a chance to eliminate finals aggression.

by Theo Rolbd. the "Densetsu No Sensou" (The War of Legends) was performed by
Dylan Murphy. Leah Tioller and Richard Kuespeit and the "Arashi no Mannaka ni" (In the
Midst of the Storm) was performed by Paul Yoon and Ronnie Hill

THE BG13

Swimsuit Calendar
THOUGHT ABOUT SUBMITTING?
LAST CHANCE BY

APRIL 27th
If interested email at least one
swimsuit photo, age,
major, hometown,
and contact information to:
COMMITTEE@THEBG13.COM
Selected models
will go on an
expense paid
trip
to an east coast
beach house for
the
photo shoot.
VISIT OUR FACEBOOK GROUP
"THE BG13 CALENDAR"

HEY!!!

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!
GREENBRIAR, INC.

445 East Woodier si. • .152-0717
www.GrcanbriarReinals.cnni

12&-
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"Overall, it's very important to get across that the monies need to be invested back into the University
and dining services, and that's what is driving our close examination of the use of our meal plan.
- Joseph Oravecz. associate vice president of Student Affairs [see story, pg. 1].
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If you could have one eatery put in the Union, what would it be and why?

"Arby's. It doesn't

"Chipotle. We need

"B-Dubs. because

"Something with

seem as greasy as

some variety in the

they have good

Indian food to broad-

the other fast food

Union."

chicken wings"

en our American

Have your own take on

tastebuds*

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

JACOUELYN

a question? Give us your

DOLEZAL.
Senior, English

feedback at bgnewcom.

joints."

ZACHHARLOW.
Freshman.
Psychology

mencans must use
trust to build a safe
future for everybody
By Chris Talamo
The Dartmouth

Whenever I'm traveling (which
is painfully frequently), a mysti'i ious figure calls to me from
an intercom and barrages me
with instructions.
"Report any unattended baggage." Report any suspicious
behavior." "Do not board the
plane with anything that anyone could even construe as having a sharp edge.'' from what I
can tell, everyone around me
in airports and bus terminals
is a potential enemy posing a
constant threat to my life. How
can I he expected to ride with
these people for hours on end
before reaching my final destination?
I have high hopes that
President Obama and his
administration will be able to
defeat terrorist plots, hut that's
only half the problem in our
posl-9/ll society. Terrorists or
no terrorists, we still don't have
any confidence that our fellow
travelers won't kill us when we
board a plane. For years this
has caused all sorts of travel
inconveniences — if I'm traveling home for an off-term
with half of my belongings in
three oversized bags, how am
I supposed to use the restroom
when the ISA will interrogate
me if I ask someone to watch

my things}
More importantly, however,
we have lost the mutual trust
that is a pillar of our society.
We trust that when we pay for
something, we will receive the
value of the money we spent in
goods or services. We trust that
when we get on a bus, the driver will have enough skill behind
the wheel to not get in an accident. Of course, sometimes
this trust is breached, but usually when that happens, society unites to repair the damage
done and pursues punishment
for the wrongdoer.
Not so for travel security.
Admittedly, terrorist attacks on
American soil are many degrees
more horrifying than bus accidents. But we've been on a
manhunt to find the wrongdoers for over seven years now,
and still society has not taken
confident steps to heal itself.
In Rousseau's terminology,
our social contract has been
breached, and no one seems to
have enough confidence in his
peers to repair it.
We must all admit that we
are at constant risk, everywhere we go, at all times. Yes,
this is a blanket imperative
that I am presumptuously
assigning to all of us. F.veryday

KATIE TWAREK.
Freshman.
Accounting

AHMAAD MATHIS
Senior.
Accounting

people die in everyday situations in truly horrifying ways
all the time. In 2005 alone, car
accidents in the United States
caused 2.9 million injuries and
42,636 deaths. Do we see such
madness whenever we merge
onto the highways, though? Of
course not! Commuters watch
other drivers break the speed
limit and don't feel the least
bit alarmed. Whenever we see
a car idling with no driver, we
don't immediately think "CAR
BOMB!'' This is because we
trust drivers not to kill us. even
though they're much more likely lo than terrorists are — we're
more dangerous to ourselves
than the people trying to get
us. Car accidents are tragic, but
part of everyday life, so we view
death on the road as "normal."
It is this attitude that we
must re-establish in airports
to keep our society productive
and efficient. It is not one of
nonchalance or ignorance of
the dangers ahead of us: the
attitude is one of trust that our
fellow Americans are our best
allies and friends in the fight
against terror. Most travelers
just want to get from point A to
point B to go to business meetings or visit family or go on
vacation. It might seem spurious, but when you consider all
of the hours spent waiting in
security lines, and the money
spent paying for the extra security, the costs to society become
much more real.
This is all of course not to
say that airport security isn't
important; that would be just
absurd. There are plenty of easy
security measures that we were
not implementing before 9/11
for whatever reason, and those
measures should be continued. However, there is only so
much security that is reasonable. When "random" searches
become TSA policy (because
guessing is the best way to
capture terrorists), something
is wrong with the system.
Campaigns against drunk driving are acceptable, but establishing sobriety checkpoints at
every highway on-ramp is not.
Prom pre-societal times to
the modern age, humans have
always lived in danger. Threats
are all around us, and our
everyday habits often expose us
to particularly dangerous environments. However, the best
way to navigate life's treacherous waters is not by suspecting everyone, but by working
together and cooperating. I
would rather not see distrust
become the modus operandi
of the 21 st century's social contract.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

CJ

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

WALKING IS STILL HONEST

KEITH PAKIZ I THE BG NEWS

Travelin' the Globe:
Good times in Amsterdam and Keukenhof

SALZBUHO, Austria — I'm back
to a life of calmness again.
My travels were fun, but like
the previous trips 1 took alone,
my Holland adventures were
also a bit on the strenuous side.
My museum-seeing didn't
go like I had planned and the
weather took a turn for the
worse, as well. I also ended up
spending a lot of lime at the
Amsterdam public library just
so I could use free Internet,
because my computer wouldn't
accept the wireless at my hostel.
Sleeping at my hostel in
Amsterdam wasn't one of the
liner moments of my trip, either.
There were 12 beds in my room,
which meant there were people
coming and going at all hours of
the night.
One night, the cell phone of
the girl sleeping below me rang
every hour, and she never shut
it off because it never woke her
up. On another night there was
a snoring contest. One of those
nights caused me to sleep so
awkwardly I woke up with a
neck ache that still hasn't gone
away entirely.
But t hat is life in hostels.
I did have a couple good
moments in Amsterdam,
though. At the Rijksmuseum,
which is the national art gallery, I was able to seean exhibit
with five lohannes Vermcer
paintings and "The Night
Watch," which was painted by
Rembrandt van Rijn.
I learned that painting really
isn't a night watch but a scene
taking place in daylight. It was
given that title because the
painting was so dirty it looked
like it was nighttime. The daylight was found during repairs
made to the painting after
a psychopath stabbed and
ripped the painting multiple
times.

1 also toured the Anne Frank
House, learning her name is
actually pronounced as if it was
written "Anna" (we also mispronounce van Gogh, because
the G makes an entirely different sound in Dutch). I was able
to walk through the passageway hidden by the bookcase,
see magazine clippings she had
pasted to her bedroom walls
and even look at her original,
red-plaid diary.
Rverything that led to
Amsterdam was fantastic. I
know I wrote about the tulips
and gardens in the town of
l.isse and at the official garden
of Keukenhof, but I want to reemphasize how much 1 enjoyed
my time there. There were so
many flowers in bloom that I
didn't know which ones to look
at or take pictures of.
I spent about three hours in
the garden, with an hour or so
of that on a tour (in German, so
I did get to practice a bit while I
was on vacation) that was very
useful. I learned about the history of the garden and also how
the plaining works.
There are three layers of
bulbs and each layer is a different plant. These grow at dif-

ferent times, so the gardens are
continuously in bloom for the
two months Keukenhof is open
each year.
The beds are designed years
in advance, so there are enough
bulbsavailableforthe plantings.
Some beds are designed to look
like something (for instance,
water leading up to the Statue
of Liberty or the shape of a tulip
bulb), and othersare just groupings of colors or shapes. Very
few beds include different types
of bulbs in a mixed group of
flowers.
Then, with only one morning of sleep in my own bed in
Salzburg, I headed to the train
station to pick up a friend of
mine from BGSU and a friend
of hers who are studying abroad
in England and touring Europe
during their month-long spring
break.
Katy and l.ydia stayed with
me for three nights, and 1 gave
them as much of a tour as I
could while trying to recover
and going to school.
On Tuesday we headed to the
local salt mine, which is just a
couple train stops away.
I first visited Salt World in
2006, when I was in Salzburg

on a summer program. It was
one of those places you never
really need to visit more than
once, but when you go with the
right people, it can be a fantastic
time.
It can be fantastic, first of all,
because you arc required to
wear a white suit that comes
with a hood and doesn't fit
anyone properly on top of your
regular clothes.
Then you ride a train into the
mine. Inside are mildly educational and entertaining videos
at stops throughout the mine
about the salt trade and Prince
Archbishop Wolf Dietrich of
Salzburg.
There are also two slides you
can slide down and one boat
ride that is definitely the trippiest boat ride possible, due to
the giant piece of revolving salt,
Celtic-like music and light show.
We laughed more or less the
entire time, and on the way out
each guest receives a small container of local salt.
Itwasquiteawonderfulexperience.
Respond to Alison at
thenews@bgnews.com

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The
Forum section is looking for more people
like you to write columns and illustrate for
us.
Contact us at thenews@bqnews.com,
callus at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

k

■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall,
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
FREDDY HUNT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stones from the
paper and online extras.

GINA POTTHOFF. MANAGING EDITOR
KELLY METZ, CAMPUS EDITOR
KRISTENVASAS. CITY EDITOR
JEFF HOUNSHELCOPY CHIEF
CARRIE CRANE. DESIGN EDITOR
ENOCH WU. PHOTO EDITOR
ANDREW HARNER. SPORTS EDITOR
KYLE SCHMIDLIN. FORUM EDITOR
SARAH MOORE. PULSE EDITOR
KYLE REYNOLDS. IN FOCUS EDITOR ,
SCOTT RECKER. SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR
CRAIG VANDERKAM. WEB EDITOR

.'

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stones and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be lewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
(or verification purposes. Personal
attach, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thtnews@bg,news.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before punting The
editor may change the headines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

WORLD

WWWBGVIEWS.COM
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Baghdad. Iraq. Government statistics obtained by The Associated Press reveal that the violence in Iraq has taken a toll on the lives of Iraqi citizens.

BAGHDAD — Iraq's government has recorded 87,215 of its
citizens killed since 2005 in violence ranging from catastrophic
bombings to execution-style
slayings, according to government statistics obtained by The
Associated Press that break open
one of the most closely guarded
secrets of the war.
Combined with tallies based
on hospital sources and media
reports since the beginning of
the war and an in-depth review
of available evidence by The
Associated Press, the figures
show that more than 110,600
Iraqis have died in violence since
the 2003 U.S.-led invasion.
The number is a minimum
count of violent deaths. The
official who provided the data
to the AP, on condition of anonymity because of its sensitivity,
estimated the actual number of
deaths at 10 to 20 percent higher
because of thousands who are
still missing and civilians who
were buried in the chaos of war
without official records.
TheHcalthMinistryhastallicd
death certificates since 2005, and
late that year the United Nations
began using them — along with
hospital ami morgue figures—to
publicly release casualty counts.
But by early 2007, when sectarian violence was putting political
pressure on the U.S. and Iraqi

governments, the Iraqi numbers disappeared. The United
Nations "repeatedly asked for
that cooperation" to resume but
never received a response, U.N.
associate spokesman I-'arhan
Haq said yesterday.
The data obtained by the AP
measure only violent deaths —
people killed in attacks such as
the shootings, bombings, mortar
attacks and beheadings that have
ravaged Iraq. It excluded indirect
factors such as damage to infrastructure, health care and stress
that caused thousands more to
die.
Authoritative statistics for 2003
and 2004 do not exist. But Iraq
Body Count, a private, Britishbased group, has tallied civilian
deaths from media reports and
other sources since the war's
start. The AP reviewed the Iraq
Body Count analysis and confirmed its conclusions by sifting
the data and consulting experts.
The AP also interviewed experts
involved with previous studies,
prominent Iraq analysts and
provincial and medical officials
to determine that the new tally
was credible.
The AP also added its own
tabulation of deaths since Feb.
28, the last date in the Health
Ministry count.
The three figures add up to
more than 110,600 Iraqis who
have died in the war.
That total generally coincides
with the trends reported by

Donna Bryson

JOHANNESBURG — South
Africa's governing party set off fireworks and popped fizzy bottles
of champagne yesterday as ballots were counted in the country's
latest election. ANC chief lacob
Zuma said he was only thanking
campaign workers — but the celebration left little doubt about his
ascension to the presidency.
Zuma reminded several
thousand supporters gathered
outside his party's downtown
Johannesburg headquarters that
the tally was still going on — a
technical point that hardly affected the party mood.
But he noted with relish that
skeptics who had claimed his
African National Congress part)'
wouldn't get 60 percent of the parliamentary vote now "are saying
70."
With the all-but-official victor)',
Zuma takes on a heavy responsibility — meeting expectations
for change among South Africa's
impoverished black majority. But
that was for another day—an ebullient Zuma drew wild dicers as he
leapt high with one troupe of danc-

ers and boogied with another with
an energy that belied his 67 years.
That ability to connect, and
Zttma's rise from poverty to political prominence have drawn adoring crowds dtroughout the election campaign. Critics, though,
question whether he can implement his populist agenda amid
the global economic meltdown.
There were calls throughout the
rail)' for his signature song "Bring
Me My Machine Gun," and Zuma
obliged, but not before singing
another apartheid-era song on
prevailing against all odds
The crowd was scathing about
the opposition, parading coffins
decorated with the insignia of
other parties Zuma did not join
the mocking — he has pledged
to improve the ANC's relations
with other parties, part of a more
responsive and open executive.
Preliminary results from the
10.09 million ballots counted so
far yesterday showed Zuma's ANC
party leading the vote with 66.70
percent. Parliament elects South
Africa's president by a simple
majority, putting Zuma in line for
the post when the new assembly
votes in May.
A record 23 million South
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DEATH COUNT MOUNTS: Iraq's government has recorded 87215 of its citizens killed
since 2005 in violence that ranges from catastrophic bombings to execution-style killings,
according to secret government statistics obtained by The Associated Press

reputable surveys, which have
been compiled either by tallying
deaths reported by international
journalists, or by surveying samplings of Iraqi households and
extrapolating the numbers.
Iraq Body Count's estimate of
deaths since the start of the war,
excluding police and soldiers, is
a range — between 91,466 and
99,861.
The numbers show just how
traumatic the war has been for
Iraq. In a v ..on of 29 million
people, the deaths represent
0.38 percent of the population.

Proportionally, that would be
like the United States losing 1.2
million people to violence in the
four-year period; about 17,000
people are murdered every year
in the U.S.
Security has improved since
the worst years, but almost every
person in Iraq has been touched
by the violence.
"We have lost everything,"
said Badriya Abbas labbar, 54. A
2007 truck bombing targeting a
market near her Baghdad home
killed three granddaughters, a
son and a niece.

South African election leaves citizens excited,
hopeful for change as Zuma takes presidency
The Associated Press
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One of Iraq's closely guarded secrets exposed
By Kim Gamtl
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PAYING TRIBUTE: In this photo taken Monday. Feb 25. Fathan Hamza visits his father's grave, which is next to othei relatives at the cemetery in Najal 160 kilometers (100 miles) south ol

The Associated Press
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"We are expecting a lot - many houses,
schools, jobs. We are aware that the economy
is in trouble, but we are going to make sure
[the government fulfills its promises]"
Precious Mosiane I Citizen

Africans registered to vote. A 77
percent turnout has been recorded at those polling stations when'
counting has finished. Final results
are expected late yesterday or possibly today.
The ANC views Zuma as the
first leader who can energize voters since the legendary Nelson
Mandela.
Te Ngubane, 52, a police station
clerk, said she felt South Africa's
previous government, under
Zuma's ANC rival Thabo Mbeki,
hadn't listened to people like her.
She was at yesterday's downtown rail)' with her friend Pierious
Mosiane, 25, who is looking fa M >rk.
"We are expecting a lot — many
houses, schools, jobs," Mosiane

said. "We are aware that the economy is in trouble, but we are going
to make sure" the government fulfills its promises.
The ANC has swept every poll
since the first post-apartheid election in 1994. In 2004. the ruling
ANC won 69.69 percent of the
vote. The ANC needs to keep its
two-thirds majority to enact major
budgetary plans or legislation
unchallenged, or to change the
constitution.
The largely white opposition
Democratic Alliance, according to
yesterday's preliminary count, had
16.16 percent. It was expected to
take South Africa's richest province, the Western Cape, from the
ANC.

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles tor FREE.
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REASONS TO
LOVE OUR
Ktt tit. K
HOT WATE
10
No more layering of clothes.
9
8
No more space heaters needed
7

You can finally get rid of your wooby blanket

You don't have to winterize the windows

6

No more cold drafts (we mean wind)

5
4
Your friends will want to come over more often
3
Turn up the heat to your comfort zone
2

Campbell Hill
Apartments

You can walk around barefooted again

Management Inc.
www.meccabg.com

No more going into shock
after seeing your monthly heating bill!

1

LOG ON TODAY TO VIEW:

fAVE!

Our 09-10 Listing
Pictures
Map of locations
Paperwork

Isn't it time you stop feeling the pain
in your wallet everytime you turn up the heat.
Call our hotline today!
419-352-9135

$99." Deposit/Person
RENT SPECIAL

I IHrttnw Irani U*Smmm*
1 MiriMM tnm I7M"—"
PLUS RECEIVE
FREE INTERNET ACCESS

This and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call our office for updates on openings.

1045 N. Main 7B
419-353-5800
info@meccabg.com

BRIAR, INC. I

Take all the long hot showers you desire!

"I

(4191352

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
400 E Napoleon Road I wmthrop@gerdenich.coni

wwww.winthropterrace.com

"Overall, it's very impoitjnt to gel across that the monies need to be invested back into the University
and dining services, and that's what is driving our close examination of the use of our meal plan.
- Joseph Oravecz. associate vice president of Student Affairs [see story, pg. 1].
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ZACH HARLOW.
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If you could have one eatery put in the Union, what would it be and why?

I

"Chip: •
some .

"B-Dubs. because

"Something with

they have good

Indian food to broad-

chicken wings."

en our American

d b;ip
, suspicious
i : board the
lai an)
nstrueasliai
I loin what I
• ins tci minals

HI

. on end
ii des

th.it
i.l his
able i
its Inn thai he problem in out
irtrotisls lit
ill don't lia\e
ai mil fellow
II i kill us when «i'
: years this
HI-.-il all so
mi onvciiicni es
'I I n
home I'm .HI nil term
with hall "l m\ In
i\ .mi
i -iiiioni
when the I s\ utll intei
tie to watch
in\ thit
More importantly, however,
we hu\e lust the niuiual trust
■ :,iir soi iet)
ISI thai when we pa) foi
something we will receive the
mone) we spent in
We ttiist that
when we gel on ,i bus, the dri\
ei will have enough skill hchind
the wheel to not gel in an aci i
ill course, sometimes
this trust i- tin ,n lied, but IISII
all) when thai happens soi i
lites in repaii the damage
done .mil puisnes punishment
for the wroni t

\nt so !'ii travel securit)
Vdmittedl) lerrorisi attacks on
Vmerican soil are man) degrees
more horrifying than bus ai 11
dents. Pin: we've been on a
manhunt in find the wrongdo
ITS for ovei seven years now,
till sin II i) has in ii taken
'•nt steps tu heal itself.
i Rousseau's terminology,
II
ocial i ontrai t ha. been
ml no oni' serins to
iniiie.li confidence in his
pair it.
mist all admit th.it we
■ i onstani risk, ever)
.11 tunes. Ves,
this is ,i blanket imperative
that I .mi prcsumptuousl)
ling in nil nt us i veryda)

JACQUELYN
DOLEZAL.
I '.'jltsh

KATIE TWAREK.

AHMAADMATHIS.

die in evcryda) situa
n truly horrifying ways
.ill the tune hi 2005 alone, nil
mi idents in the United States
i aused .' 9 million injuries and
deaths. Do we see such
in,ultiess ulienevet we merge
the highways, thou)
i oinmuters watch
olhei drivers break the -peed
lion'l feel ihe least
eil WheiieMi .'
dling with nn drivel w<
mniediatel) think "( \U
Hi 1MB! I his is hei .ins!' we
itiisi drivers not to kill us
i they're much more like
K in th.in terrorists are
we re
more dangerous in ourselves
th,m the people trying
Ii in- .in iragii in"
da) life so we view
death on the road as not
It is tin- attitude that we
must re establish in airports
to keep mil societv pimliu live
IT1cient. Il is not one ol
IIOIH balance ot ignorani i i il
the dat $ i • ahead nl us: the
attitudi i- one ot iiusi thai oui
fellow Vmericans are our besi
allies ami friends in the fight
against terror. Most travelers
lust want lo gel from point \ to
point H to j;o lo business meet
ings in MSII famil) or go on
i ai .moil It might seem spurimis. hut when you considet all
ot the hours spent waiting in
sec ill 11v lines, and the 1111)110)
spent paying foi the extra sec u
rity, the costs to so. ict\ bei ome
much mine real.
I In- i- all ol i ourse not lo
-.A that airport securit) istil
imporlant; that would be jn-i
absurd, I here are plentv ol eas)
securit) measures that we were
tun implementing before 9 11
Im whatevei reason and those
measures -liould he eoiinii
ued I lowever, there is onl) so
much securit) that is reason
able. When "random" searches
bei mne I s \ pulic) (because
guessing is the besl waj lo
capture terrorists), something
is wrong with the system
( ampaigns against drunk dm
i ai i eptable, bui estab
lishing sobriei) checkpoints ai
ever) highwa) on ramp is not
I mm pre soi letal limes to
the modern age, humans have
always lived in danger, I'hreats
aie all around us. and out
everyday habits often expose us
to partii ularl) dangerous envi
ronnieiits. However, the besl
wa\ lo navigate life's treat hei
mis waters is tiol in suspect
inn everyone, hut In working
together and cooperating. I
would lather mil see distrust
bei ome the modus operandi
ol the .'1st i cnlury's social connai |,
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Travelin' the Globe:
Good times in Amsterdam and Keukenhof
/.

>

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 434051 Phone: (419) 572-6966
E-mail: thenews^bgnews.com
Web site: http//wwwbgviewscom
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 572-2606

ALISONKEMP

SALZBUIUi, Vustria

I'm bark

if ralmncss again.
M) navels were fun, Inn like
tin1 previous nips I took alone.
ni) Holland adventure
alsoa bit on (he strenuous side.
My museum seeing didn't
go like I had planned and Ihe
weathei look a nun for the
worse, a- well. I also ended up
spending a lol ol lime at the
\msierdani public librari jusi
so l i mild use free Internet,
because ni\ compute! wouldn't
accept the wireless at m\ hos
i.l.
Sleeping al ill) hostel in
\msterdam wasn't one ol the
finei iniimeiitsoi m\ trip, either,
I lure wen 12 lied-in nn room,
whil h meant there were people
i oniingandgoingatall hoursol
the night.
One night, ihe cell phone ol
I sleeping below me rang
ever) hour, and she nevci shul
• i aii-e II novel woke hei
up. (in another nighi the
a snoring contest. I Ineol those
nights eaused nie 10 sleep so
awkwardl) I woke up with a
net k ai hethat still hasn't cone
awa) entirely.
But thai i- life in hostels.
I did have a i ouple
inoinents in
\nisierdani,
though. Al the Kijksniuseum,
whit Ii is tin' national an gal
lory, I wasabletnsooanexhibil
with live lohannes Vermeot
paintings and "The Night
Watch." whii Ii was painted In
Rembrandt ^au Rijn.
I leai ued ih.it painting rcall)
isn't a llighl wall h bill a SI ene

taking place in daylight. It was
given thai title because the
painting was so dirt) it looked
like it was nighttime. I he da)
liujii was found during repairs
made to ihe painting aftci
a psychopath stabbed and
tipped the painting multiple
nines

ferent tunes, so the gardens,in
continuously in bloom for Ihe
two months keukenhol is open
each year,
I he beds are designed years
in advance, so there are enough
bulbsavailableforthc plantings,
Some beds ,ne designed to look
like something [foi instance,
watel leading up lo ihe Statue
ul I ibert) ot the shape ol'a tulip
bulb), and others are just group
ings ol i olors 01 shapes. Ver)
tew beds include different lypi ot hulhs in a mixed group ot
I lowers.
I hen. with onl) one morn
ing ill sleep in m\ nun hid in
Salzburg, I headed to the train
station tn pick up a friend ol
mine from BGSU anil a friend
ol hers who are studying abroad
in I ngland and louring I uropc
during (hen month long spring
bleak.
Kat) and I ydia stayed with
me for three nights, and I gave
Ihein as much ul a lout as I
could while living lo reCOVCI
and going to si hool.
On luesda) we headed to the
lot al salt mine, which is just a
couple train stop-away
I lirsi visited Salt World in
2006, when I was in Salzburg

I also mured the \nnc1 tank
I louse, learning hot name is
ai HI,ilk pronounced as ii it was
written "Anna" (we also mis
pronounce van Gogh, because
the d makes an enlueh dillet
em sound in Dutch . I was able
to walk through the passage
wa\ hidden In the bookcase,
see magazine clippings she had
pasted to her bedroom walls
and even look ai hei original,
red plaid diary.
I verj ihing thai led lo
Vrnsterdant was fantastic, I
know I wrote aboul the tulips
and gardens in the town ol
I isse and ai the official garden
ol Keukenhof, bin I want lo re
emphasize how much I enjoyed
im lime there. I here wete so
mam flowers in bloom that I
dull! I know which ones to look
lake pictures ol
I spent aboul three hours in
the garden, with an hour or so
ol ihat on a toui (in German, so
I did gel lo pi.II ticca hit while I
was on va< ationl thai was ver)
useful. I learned aboul Ihe his
ton ut the garden and also how
the planting works,
liieic are three layers ol
liullis and each layei is a tilt
Icienl plant I hese grow al dif-

on a summei program. Ii was
one of those places you nevei
really need to visit more than
once, but when you go with the
light people, it can be a fantastic
tune.
it. an be fantastic, first ol all.
because von are required 10
weal a white suit that limns
with a hood and doesn'l lit
anyone properly on top ol youi
regular clot ill's
I ben you ride a train into the
mine. Inside are mililK educa
lional and entertaining videos
at stops throughout the mine
about the salt trade and Prince

Archbishop Woll Dietrich ol
sal/burg.
I here are also two slides you
can slide down and one boat
ride thai is definitely the trippiesi boat ride possible, due to
Ihe giant piece ol revolving salt.
I eltii like music and light show.
We laughed more or less ihe
entire time, and on the wav out
each guest receives a small (on
tainei ol local sail.

Itwasquiteawonderfulexpe
lielli e

Respond to Alison al
tlwneivs@bgiieivs.com

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The
Forum section is looking for more people
like you to write columns and illustrate for
us.
Contact us at thenews@bqnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
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lated daily
■ • urn from the
(I

.ubmission guideline
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KRISTENVASAS.
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CARRIE CRANE.
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BLOGGING
Check out ihe sports
bloq for the latest in BG
■
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SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns. 01 send a letter
to the editor

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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POLICIES:
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(o a current issue on the Ui
Editor oi G
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ANDREW HARNER.
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IM EDITOR
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KYLE REYNOLDS, IN FOCUS EDITOR
SCOTT RECKER.

IIONS EDITOR

CRAIG VANDERKAM. WEB EDITOR

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add lo the story.
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BAGHDAD
Iraq's govern
menl has reiorded 87,21 i ol its
citizens killed since -'()()."> in violence ranging from calaslrophii
bombings in execution style
slayings, according in government statistics obtained by The
Associated Press thai break open
(inc cii the most closcl) guarded
secrets of the war.
( ombined with tallies based
mi hospital sources and media
reports since the beginning of
the war and .in in depth review
ni available evidence In I he
Associated Press, the figures
show that more than 110,600
Iraqis have died in violence since
Ihe 'mi; U.s. ledinvasion.
I lir number is .1 minimum
.mini ni violeni deaths, The
official who provided the data
in the \P, nn condition of anonymity because ol its sensitivity,
estimated the actual numbei ol
deaths at m to 20 percent higher
because <>i thousands who are
Mill missing and civilians who
were buried in the chaos of war
without niiii i,il records,
I'heHealth Ministry hastallied
death certificates since 2005, and
late thai yeai the United Nations
began using them
along with
hospitalandmorguefigures to
public!) release casual!) counts.
Bui In earlj 2007, when sectar
ian violence was putting political
|irr-Miic nn the U.S. and Iraqi

governments, Ihe Iraqi numbers disappeared. I he United
Nations "repeated!) asked foi
that cooperation" to resume Inn
never received a response, U.N.
.I~~IM i.nr spokesman Farhan
llaq said yesterday,
The data obtained In the \P
measure onrj violeni deaths
people killed in attacks such as
the shootings, bombings, mortar
attacksand beheadings that have
ravaged Iraq, li excluded indirci 1
1,K mis MKII as damage to infra
structure, health care and stress
that caused thousands more to
die.
Authoritative statistics foi 2003
ami 2004 (In not exist. Kill Iraq
Body Count, a private, British
based group, lias tallied civilian
deaths from media reports and
niher sources since the war's
start I he \P re\ iewed ihe Iraq
Bod) < oimi analysis and conFirmed its conclusions b) sifting
the data and consulting experts,
I he APalso inten iewed experts
involved with previous studies.
prominent Iraq analysis and
provincial and medical officials
10 determine that ihe new tall)
was credible.
I he AP also added iis nun

tabulation ol deaths since Feb.
28, Ihe lasl dale in Ihe Health
Ministry count.
I he three figures add up to
more than HO.IiOO Iraqis who
have died in the war.
I li.it total generall) coincides
with the 1 rends reported by

IOHANNESBURG
South
Mrica's governing part) set nil fireworks .Hid popped ti/y\ hollies
ol champagne yesterday as balInts were counted in the country's
latest election. AN( chiel lacob
Zuma sud he was only thanking
campaign workers
Inn the celebration left little doubt about his
ascension to the presidency.
Zuma
reminded
several
thousand supporters gathered
outside his

pain's downtown

Johannesburg headquarters that
Ihe tall) was siill going on -- a
technical point that hardly affected the part) mood.
Hul he noted with relish ill.11
skeptics who had claimed his
African National Congress pain
wouldn't gel (ill percent of the pal
lianientarv vote now are saying
7(1."
With the all hut official victory
Zuma takes on a heavy responsibility
meeting expectations
tin change among South Urkas
impoverished black majority But
that was for anothet day anebullient Zuma drew wild cheers as he
leapt high with one troupe of danc

eis and boogied with another with
an energy that belied his 67 years
That ability to connect, and
Anna's rise from poverty to political prominence have drawn adoring (muds throughout the dec
mm campaign. Critics, though,
question whether he can imple
men! his populist agenda amid
the global economic meltdown,
mere were calls throughout the
rath for his signature song, "Bring
Me My Machine (Inn. "and Zuma
obliged, but not before singing
another apartheid-era song on
prevailing against all odds.
The crowd was scathing about
the opposition, parading coffins
decorated with the insignia ol
oilier panics /tuna did not join
the mocking
he has pledged
to improve the \NC's relations
with other panics, pan of a more
responsive and open executive.
Preliminary results from the
10.09 million ballots counted so
lai yesterday showed Anna's \\(
partv leading the vote with 66.70
percent Patiiameni elects South
Africa's president by a simple
majority putting Zuma in line lor
the post when the new assembh
voles in May
A record 23 million South
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Plainmore Sudoku and win mm at

reputable surveys, whit h have
been ((implied eithei In tallying
deaths reported in international
journalists, or b) surveying sam
phngs ol Iraqi households and
extrapolating the numbers,
Iraq Bod) ( ount's estimati' ol
deaths situ e the start ol the war,
excluding police and soldi
a range
between 91,466 and
99,861.
I lie numbers show just hnu
traumatic the wai has been for
Iraq. In a nation ol 29 million
people, Ihe deaths represent
0.38 percent of the population.

I'roportionail) thai would he
like the I limed States losing 1.2
million people in violence in ihe
four-yeai period about
peopli ni- murdi red 1 ><
Set inn\ has improved situ e
the worst years, Inn almost every
person in Iraq has been toui Ivd
in the violeni c.
"We have lost everything,"
said Badriya \bbas labbai
_'(ii)7 truck bombing targeting a
market near her Baghdad home
killed three granddaughters, a
son .iiida niece.

"We are expecting a lot - many houses.
schools, jobs. We are aware that the economy
is in trouble, but we are going to make sure
[the government fulfills its promises]
Africans registered to voti
percent turnout has been record
edal those polling stations when'
counting has finished. I inal results
are expected late yesterday 01 pos
sibrj today.
Ihe AM views Zuma as the
lirsl leader who call ciirigi/e vol
eis since the legcndar)

Nelson

Mandela.
le Ngubane, 12, .1 police station
clerk, said she fell South Africa's
previous government, under
Anna's ANC rival I haho Mhcki.
Ii.icln 1 listened to people like hi 1
She was at yesterday's down
town rally with hei friend humus
Mnsiane, li"i, who is looking li >i wink.
"Weareexpei ting a kit
main
houses, schools, jobs, Mosiane

PRIZESUDOKU

in the Ms

said.' We are aware dial 11
nun is in trouble, but we are going
to make sure" (lie government fulfills its promises
I be \\l has swept ( very poll
since the firsi post apartheid elci
linn in 1994. Ill 20OI the ruling
\\t won 69.69 percent of the
vote I lie \\l needs in keep Us
inn thirds majorit) in enact majoi
budgetary plans or legislation
unchallenged or to change the
constitution.
Ihe largeh while opposition
neinnciaiii Alliance, according to
yesterday's prdiminar) count, had
16.16 percent. It was expected to
lake South V11, as uclicsi pm\
nice, ihe Western ( ape. from the

\\(
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LOVE 0
REE GAS HEAT/
HOT WATEB
10
No more layering of clothes.

9
You can finally get rid of your wooby blanket

8
No more space heaters needed

7
You don't have to winterize the windows

6
No more cold drafts (we mean wind)

5

Campbell Hill
Apartments

You can walk around barefooted again

4
Your friends will want to come over more often

2 & 3 BEDROOM DELUXE T0WNH0USES

3
Turn up the heat to your comfort zone

BRING IN THIS AD AND SAVE'
$99.°° Deposit/Person
RENT SPECIAL
3 Bedrooms Horn $885""'—■
2 Bedrooms lromS«5M,"~*

PLUS RECEIVE
FREE INTERNET ACCESS
This and other info 10 make your search easier
Slop by or call our office for updates on openings.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

i

2
No more going into shock
after seeing your monthly heating bill!

1

LOG ON TODAY TO VIEW:

1045 N. Main 7B
419-353-5800
info@meccabg.com

6
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DEATH COUNT MOUNTS:

1

Paperwork

8

To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9 There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logii to solve

cti

Pictures

5

Sudoku

www.meccabg.com

Map of locations

8

3
9

Management Inc.

Our 09-10 Listing

7

4

7

South African election leaves citizens excited,
"ul for change as Zuma takes presidency
Donna Bryson

6
9

One of Iraq's closely guarded secrets exposed
By Kim G.im.-I

4

9
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PAYING TRIBUTE:

(4191352-0717

Take all the long hot showers you desire1
Isn't it time you stop feeling the pain
in your wallet everytime you turn up the heat.
Call our hotline today!
419-352-9135

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
400 E. Napoleon Road I winthrop@gerdenich.com
wwww.winthropterrace.com
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SIDELINES

Women's
golf team

set to take
on MAC
John Lopez
Reporter

points for a three-and-out, two
points for a forced punt and
an additional two points for a
fourth down stop.
This system was also in place
for the two intersquad scrimmages, the last of which ended

The weather is hot and so is the
Falcon women's golf team.
That's good news for them
because the Falcons begin play
today for the season ending
Mid-American
Conference
Championships.
After a run of
poor weather,
sunny
skies
and 80-dcgrce
temperatures
are
expected Megan
at Longaberger
Golf Club in Gormley
Nashport, Ohio, Leads the
where the event team with an
will be held for average score
the second time of 81.20 per
in three years.
The72-holeevent round
hosted by Kent
State includes Akron. Ball State,
Eastern Michigan, Northern
Illinois, Ohio, Toledo, Western
Michigan and the Falcons.
The course, celebrating its
10th year, has been voted Ohio's
best golf course by both Golf
Magazine and Golfweek. The
Falcons, coming off a successful event last week will look to
improve on a disappointing
eighth-place finish at last year's
MAC Championship.
Coach Stephanie Young is
well aware of the nature of the
course, saying it favors several
types of players.
"The course is very challenging," Young said. "It favors a
long ball hitter and also favors
someone who has a good short
game."
It will be a difficult task
though as the Falcons lost three
of the five competitors in last
year's championship to graduation. Leading the field for the
Falcons are Megan Gormley.
Megan Bader and Marisa Glcw,

See SPRING | Page 7

See GOLF | Page 7

BASEBALL
Falcon baseball
announces summer
camps

n

BG baseball coach Danny
Schmitz (above) has
announced summer camp
information. The camps will
be held in June Visit The BG
News Sports Blog for more
ii formation.

ME
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The
SN MAGOC

BG News Sports Blog for
continued coverage of your

'HEBCNEWS

HEAD TO HEAD: Chris Bullock (left) will try to help lead the offense past the defense tomorrow in the Spring Game

favorite Falcon sports teams.
Visit the blog tomorrow for a
live blog of football's Spring
Game as well as postgame.
www.bgnewssports.com

What we're made of
Dave Clawson's Falcons to show off skills for first time

TODAY
Tennis
vs Toledo: 10am.

By Andrew Harner
Sports Editor

Softball
m and 5 p.m.
Baseball
:>m
Women's Golf
MAC Championships; all-day
Track
at Hillsdale. Mich- all-day

TOMORROW
Baseball
vs. M'arw; I p.m.
Softball
vs. Kent State; 2 pm

With a new scoring system in
place for tomorrow's Spring
Game, those unfamiliar with it
may he shocked with whatever
the final score turns out to be.
Over the past several years,
for the Spring Game, the Falcon
coaches have done a mock
draft for the Orange and Brown
teams to play a typical game
with an adjusted clock.
However, because of lack
of depth at certain positions,
coach Dave Clawson doesn't
feel he has enough players to

Warren
Ruggiero
Will serve as
BGs offensive
coordinator

draft a pair of teams and has
established a new scoring system to pit his offense versus his

defense,
"We are no) two-deep al every
position," Clawson said. "There
are some positions where if one
guy would get hurt, we couldn't
do it. You don't want the whole
scrimmage to be chanced on

Shannon
Morrison

Mike
Elko

Co-defensive
coordinator also
coaches secondary

Co-defensive
coordinator also

that."

for the scoring system he will
he using, the offense earns traditional points on touchdowns,
point after tries and field goals
but also earn a point for every
first down.
On defense, the team will
earn six points for a touchdown,
six points for a turnover, three

coaches linebackers

Football
Spring Game; 2:30 p.m.

Women's golf
MAC Championships: all-day
Track
al Hillsdale. Mich.; all-day

West looking to lead BG
softball over MAC foes
By Paul Barney
Reporter

SUNDAY
Baseball
vs Miami; 1 p.m.
Softball
.

Kent State: 1 pun

Women's golf
MAC Championships: all-day

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1965—Casey Stengal wins
3.000th game as manager.

The List
The NFL Draft is tomorrow
at 4 p.m. Today, were looking
at the top five players in the
draft:

I.Aaron Curry: The
Wake Forest linebacker is a

After dropping an 8-0 decision to
Michigan State earlier this week,
the BG softball team has returned
home to host Mid-American
Conference opponents Buffalo
and Kent State for four games
over the weekend.
Today at 1 p.m. the Falcons
(9-25.4-10 MACI will take on the
Bulls in the first game of a double
header. BG will then match up
against the Golden Flashes for a
two-game series starting tomorrow at 2 p.m. followed with the
finale Sunday at 1 p.m.
Sunday's game will serve as
senior day, in which BG's lone
senior Hayley Wiemer will be
honored.
The Falcons are currently on
an eight-game winning streak
against the Bulls, dating back to
the 2004 season. The last time
these two teams squared off was
a doubleheader back in 2007, and
the Falcons went on to sweep
the series by a combined score

FTHAN MAGOC
tlHAN MAGOC

BG NEWS

WESTWARD ONE: Melissa West has been
productive fen BG from the leadoff spot.

of 18-3.
Overall, BG holds a 14-3 advantage in the all-time series.
Against the Golden Flashes,
however, BG has not fared well,
dropping four of the last five
See SOFTBALL | Page 1

machine and should have a
great NFL career.

2. Jason Smith:

RedHawks next up for Falcons

Baylor's offensive tackle

By Sean Shapiro

stands 6'5" and 305 lbs. and

Reporter

has room to get bigger.

3. Michael Crabtree:
Despite his injury. Crabtree
is still the top receiver in the
draft.
4. B. J. Raji: The Boston
College standout can get to
the guarterback but has some
character issues.

5. Matt Stafford:
Regarded as the top guarterback in the draft. Stafford
could also be the No. 1 pick.

After 12 days on the road, the
Falcon baseball team will return
home for a weekend series with
Miami at Steller Field.
The teams will meet today
with a 3 p.m. opening pitch and
will play at 1 p.m. tomorrow and

Sunday.
During the stretch of road
games, BG went 2-2 and also
had two other games cancelled
due to poor weather. The wins
included a 9-2 thrashing of
No. 24 Kent State, who also
dealt BG both of the losses and
a rivalry victory over Toledo
Wednesday.

In the 15-9 victory over the
Itockets, BG tied their season high
of 19 hits while senior shortstop
Hyan Shay fell a single short of
the cycle. It seemed Shay would
get the single during his eighth
inning at bat, but he grounded out
to the Toledo i nfield.
Miami enters the weekend
after dropping a mid week game
to Xavier 5-1 in Oxford. Prior
to that loss the RedHawks had
swept Buffalo in Mid-American
Conference play.
Miami otiiscored Buffalo
19-9 during the weekend and
improved their overall record to
20-16(10-5 MAC), while BG enters
t he weekend contest just over .500
at 18-16 (8-6 MAC).

I'LSGNEWS

FINAL COUNTDOWN: Stelanie Menoff is one of three seniors playing their last matches at home this weekend.

BG to face Toledo in first round of
MAC Championships this morning
By Morgan Carlson
Reporter

As the semester draws to a close,
studentsscrambletoraisegradcs,
get last minute papers turned in
and study for final exams. But
for the BG women's tennis team,
they had all this in addition to
preparing for the Mid-American
Conference Championships.
The No. 4 Falcons head into
the MAC Tournament as the
fourth seed with a 5-3 record.
They will take on No. 5 Toledo
at 10 a.m. UT brings a 4-4 record
into the championships, and
when BG faced UT during the
regular season, the Falcons beat
l he Itockets 4-3.
Coach Penny Dean is excited
for her team to be playing UT
fi-st on the tournament schedule. Since talcing over the headcoach position for BG in the
1990-91 season, Dean has led the
Falcons to a 14-6 record against
the Rockets, a team she coached

"I am looking forward to playing any
or all of the teams in the championships.
I think that it's more about the
competition than who we play."
Stefanie Menoff I Senior

for four years (1984-85 through off at 2 p.m. are No. 3 Western
1987-88).
Michigan (6-2) vs. No. 6 Akron
"We play Toledo first," Dean (4-4) and No. 7 Eastern Michigan
said. "They are our biggest rival (2-6) vs. No. 2 Buffalo (6-2).
so it would be great to see tots of
Senior Stefanie Menoff will
BG fans out to support us."
play her final matches with the
The tournament began yes- Falcons this weekend.
terday with just one match-up
"I am looking forward to playat noon. No, 8 Northern Illinois ing any or all of the teams in
University (1-7) rallied late to the championships. I think that
beat No. 9 Ball State University it's more about the competition
(0-8) for a spot in today's line- than who we play," Menoff said.
"As long as we try our best and
up.
Today, four matches will be have positive attitudes we can
played, including the BG vs. UT beat any team this weekend."
match. Also playing at 10 a.m. is
.'7
See TENNIS I
No. 1 Miami University (8-0) vs.
No. 8 Northern Illinois. Facing

SPORTS

WWWBGVIEWS.COM
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WATCHFUL EYE: Coach Dave Clawson (center) will be watching his offense and defense closely during tomorrow's game

SPRING
From I

with the offense winning 53-41
in less lime that will be used
tomorrow.
Last season's Spring Game
ended with the Brown team
winning 7-3.
There will be four quarters in
the Spring Game with the first
half using traditional clock and
the second half using a constantly running clock.
But while the changes in scor-

TENNIS
From Page 6
Since the senior class — made
up of Menoff, Kelsey lakupcin
and l.ibby Harrison — began
playing in the fall of 2005, the
Falcons have won 55 dual matches. This putstheseniorsina tie for
the school record for winningest
class (4-year period) with last
year's seniors, lenna Nussbaum
and Andrea Voile.
During the regular season, the
FalconslostmatchestoMiami(4-3),
Akron (6-11 and Western Michigan
(6-1). Though the Falcons lost to
Miami, they were the only MAC
team to win the doubles point
against the Redl lawks. Duringthe
championships, BG hopes to beat
these teams when it matters.
lakupcin is looking forward to
facing all of the teams again but
has a few in mind that she would
particularly like to beat the second time around.
"All of the teams are challenging, but I think Miami and

GOLF
From Page 6
who are all on pace to post personal season low scoring averages all averaging less than an
85 this season.
Lowering the scoring averages is one of the many things
Young said the team has been
improving upon all season.
"IWe need to| focus on trying to get our averages lower,
which is focusing on mechanics, short game and course
management." Young said.
"Those are the things we've
tried to continue improving
upon all year."

ing are at the forefront of discussion among fans, Clawson
said he is more focused on seeing which players will step up
in real-game scenarios during
the game.
"I want to see guys perform under game conditions,"
Clawson said. "Everything
we've done is practice and
scrimmages |that| are somewhat controlled. Now they get
to do it in front of some fans in
an uncontrolled environment,
and we want to see who the
game day guys are."

El

Libby
Harrison
Has helped the
seniors win 55
dual matches

Western Michigan are still the
ones to beat," lakupcin said. "We
will make sure we are playing
the right people at the right spots
against the right match-ups to
get a win."
The entire four-day tournament will be hosted by the
Falcons. This will be the first
time since the 1996-1997 season
that BG has hosted, and that season marked the first year playing in the current format. In the
current format, teams, rather
than individuals, advance in the
championships.
The matches are scheduled
to he played at Kecfe Courts but
will be played indoors at the
Perrysburg Tennis Center in the
case of inclement weather.
Menoff says the ability to host

After a few difficult tournaments at the start to the season, the Falcons seem to have
found their stride at just the
right time shooting a 322 in the
rain shortened Falcon Classic
held last week at Stoney Ridge
in Bowling Green. The event
will be the last of the season for
the Falcons before taking the
summer off in preparation for
the fall season which will see
everyone returning.
After finishing third at last
year's MAC Championships,
the Falcons' 1-75 rivals, the
University of Toledo, may be
the favorites, winning their last
two tournaments.
But after winning last year's

However, Clawson said knowing where his team stands overall may he the most important
thing to come out of the game.
"We have to come out of
this Spring Game with a good
assessment of where we're at,"
Clawson said.
The game will kick off at 2:30
p.m. tomorrow at Doyt I'erry
Stadium and admission is free.
Prior to the game, three fans
will be selected to fill the roles
of honorary coin toss kid. honorary tee kid and third quartet
guest sideline coach.

n

Kelsey
Jakupcin
Was 3-1 in singles
matches last
weekend

the tournament is always an
advantage for any team
" Havi ng t he MAC ITou rnament |
at home will be an extra boost."
Menoff said. "It is always nice to
not have to travel and stay in a
hotel. I also think there isanextra
boost of confidence when you
play at home."
In a 2009 MAC preseason poll
BG was tabbed to place fifth,
just after UT and before Akron.
The poll, voted on by MAC head
coaches, accurately predicted
Miami to be seeded first and
Ball Slate last in the standings.
Western Michigan was projected
lo win the MAC championship
this year.
The MAC women's tennis
finals are scheduled lo he held
Sunday ai noon.

MAC title, tournament hosts
Kent State, which boasts MAC
Player of the Year Martina
Gavier. have not placed worse
than third at any tournament
since early March and are set
up well to make a run for backto-back championships.
And while those teams may
be battling for the top spot.
Young has a set goal in mind for
her team.
"We're looking forward lo
placing higher than we have in
the past."
The Falcons will be in
Nashpon through Sunday
when the final round will be
held and a MAC champion will
be crowned.

ETHAN MAGOC

tHEBGNH

RALLY BACK: Senior Hayley Wiemer (left) will be looking lo help the Softball learn bounce back this weekend, which includes senior day.
after a midweek loss lo Micbcpn State.

For the Falcons, aggressiveness has been the name of the
game for freshman Melissa
From Page 6
West. Through 34 games this
meetings and trailing41-49-l in season, West has compiled 26
hits, including six doubles, five
the all-time series.
With eight of their last 10 triples (tied for ninth in the
games coming against teams nation) and a walk-off grand
from the MAC, coach Shannon slam.
West has batted second in the
Salsburg knows her team will
have to continue to be consis- lineup for most o/ the season,
tently aggressive at the plate in but a season ending injury to
order to achieve their goal of freshman Rachel Proehl three
weeks ago has moved West to
making the MAC Tournament.
"Wn got to be aggressive," the leadoff spot.
A new position in the lineup
Salsburg said. "When we're
aggressive we do very well. certainly had no effect on West
When we're not, we get our- as she has continued to develop
herself as one of the top freshselves in a hole."

SOFTBALL

1

men in the MAC.
"Melissa's been really consistent for us all year," Salsburg
said. "She has done a great job
for us, especially taking over the
leadoff position. That's not an
easy position."
As good as VVest has been at
the plate, she has been just as
good in the field.
Boasting a .943 fielding percentage, West has only committed just seven errors in 122 total
chances at third base.
With 10 games remaining
and great numbers on both
sides of the ball, West has a real
good shot al being named to the
MAC's All-Freshman Team.
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WHAT TO DO
IN TOWN
ArtWalk! 2009
Tomorrow from 12 • 5
p.m. in downtown Bowling
Green, the 16th annual
ArtWalk! will be a
walking tour through
galleries from over 100
talented, local artists.
Admission is free, and the
event will be held rain or
shine.
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STATE OF THE UNION: Mirren.
Mc Adams and Ciowe stai in "Stale of Play."
a behind-the-scenes look at the media.
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Monkey Storms
Heaven

Mirren,
leading
men play
with fire in
poli-thriller

This weekend at the Joe
By Aaron Helfferich

E. Brown Theatre. The

Film Critic

department of theatre and
Film will present a play
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Roadrunners Club will
host a marathon, a five
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half-marathon. Admission
is $10-$50.
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It could be safe to say that the
majority of American audiences who see the new Russell
Crowe thriller, "State of Play," are
unaware of the British television
series starring Bill Nighy and
Kelly Macdonald. As an updated
version of this miniseries, the
new film seizes the opportunity
to give a final tribute to the struggling newspaper industry.
Crowe stars as Cal Mcaffrey:
a senior investigative journalist
who approaches his stories with
dedicated street smarts and honesty. Opposite Cal is Delia Frye,
whose new age digital savvy jourSee MOVIE | Page 9
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to the top
40 beat
New Web site
converts popular songs
into fit-friendly guides
By Matt Liaue
Pulse Reporter

Catching up with Katie and Pat

Annie
This weekend at the

Folk/pop alumni duo discusses musical inspirations, meeting each other and
memories of Bowling Green while promoting their second album

Stranahan Theater, the
Broadway musical "Annie."
about an orphan who gets

By Andrew dayman

adopted by a wealthy

Guest Repoitei

man. will be performed.
Call419-581-8851 for
more information.

ELSEWHERE
Maumee
Tomorrow from 10 a.m. - 5
p.m.. and Sunday from 11
a.m. - 4 p.m. at the Lucas

DKHO PROVIDED

WRITE ME A LOVE SONG: • .me and
Pal Walking now album "On a Balance
Beam" debuts on May 9 The duo's achieved
success since giaduating liom the

County Recreation Center.

Nobody can relive the past, hut
if you wait long enough, you just
might get a shot at a sequel.
It's been five years since singer/songwriter KalicWatkinsfirst'
graced the cover of the Pulse.
li.ii It then, she Wits known BS
Katie Stanko — a 20-year-okl
University student and a local
Celebrity of sorts. Her numerous acoustic gigs al Howard's,
Grumpy Dave's and other venues had earned her a devoted

following across campus, and
the Pulse had picked up on the
buzz.
"I remember being so excited, because nobody had ever
wanted to talk to me about my
music before," Katie recalls.
"Opening the paper and seeing
that article was pretty awesome,
even though I felt lame for playing someone else's guitar in the
photo they used (laughs]."
To say a lot has changed in
five wars would he an understatement, but Katie's passion
for music has only grown since

graduation. Today, she lives in
Chicago with her husband Pat
Watkins, another University
alumnus with whom she has
formed the aptly titled folk-pop
band Katie & Pat. The duo's
second album, "On a Balance
Beam." drops May 9.
"To me, this album has much
more of a full band feel than a
duet feel," Pat said. "All of the
recording is still just Katie and I,
but we incorporated more elabSn KATIE SPAT I Pane 10

It's something that clumps Black
Eyed Peas' new hit "Boom Boom
Pow" with Flo Rida's "Sugar" and
30H!3's "Starstrukk." When
throwing in We The King's "Secret
Valentine," the Yeah Yeah Yeah's
"Zero," Britney Spears' "If You Seek
Amy" and Seether's "Careless
Whisper," you got yourself the
perfect set of songs to save on your
iPod as a workout playlist.
With the help of the newly surfacing Web site, Runhundred.com,
creator Chris Lawhorn has fashioned a place for people to come
in and find new songs to feel the
burn to, Lawhorn, a DJ for a spring
break company, said that when
he turned 30 years old a year ago,
he vowed to get in better shape,
which inspired his making of the
site.
See BEAT

■10

Friends of Toledo Model
Railroaders collectors/craft
show will be presented.
Call 419-841-7492 for
ticketing information.

THEY SAID IT
"The freshmen bring
a little knowledge in
and the seniors take
none out, so it
accumulates through
the years."
-A. Lawrence

Lowell

Shop updates general store vibe, combines organic food and products with live music
By Laura Lee Caracciolo
Pulse Reporter

Peace signs, the smell of Nag
Champa, fresh bread, lye-dyed
tapestries and vintage jewelry
— those are just a few of the
many perks al 1 lappy Badger.
The North Main Street shop
has been supplying unique
goods to local customers for over
three years.
Owners Donna and Alan
Cohen opened the clothing and
gift shop primarily focusing on
local products and fair-trade.
In addition, I lappy Badger features Zingermans Bakehouse,
( alder's Dairy and Rosewood
Foods, all specializing in organic gourmet foods.
Donna and Alan's daughter,
Sarah, who also works at the
shop, also mentioned that the
store gives out cups of coffee to

customers who are just passing
through.
"Happy Badger is like a couni ry general store these days with
people walking out with glass
jars of fresh milk, baked bread,
farm eggs and cheese," Sarah
said.
The shop caters directly to
iis customers — often ordering
directly out of the catalogs for
everything from a specialized
t-sbirt to a gemstone ring.
Although Happy Badger
has proven to be a success, it
is undergoing some changes.
Hie shop is being renovated to
Include more space, activities
and a variety of new products.
"I'm really excited about the
extra space," Sarah said. "Il will
be a place for artists to hold

nnwmiAMMOM
HAPPY GO LUCKY: Owners Donna and Alan Cohen run The Happy Badger wilh help from then daughter Sarah. The shop combines local

See BADGER | Page 10

and far-nade products as well as food products from local faims and bakenes including Zingeimans Bakehouse and Calder's Dairy Tomorrow
they will open their doois dunng the Ait Walk for local artists and musicians
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COASTERS
From Page 8
"There's a moment of awe
because you don't really expect
to sit there that high," he said.
Fifteen minutes passed as
the crowd stared at the car
that had paused for dramaticeffect.
When the ambulance pulled
up below, Tony's sister, Andrea,
started to panic.
"What if it doesn't recognize
that there's another car up
there, and they send another
one up? What if the brakes
don't work?" she thought as she
put her head down between
her knees in the seat.
Soon, Tony noticed someone
riding up the elevator next to
the track.
The door opened and the
mechanic inside stuck his
foot out to tap the back of the
coaster.
His slight push was all the

MOVIES
From Paqe 8

nalism tactics irritate theveteran
reporter beyond a simple warm
greeting. When a congressman's
assistant is mysteriously killed,
Cal and Delia are assigned to
investigate the case regardless of
a conflict of interest.
Ben Affleck also stars as
Stephen Collins: the congressman in question who is also
the old college roommate of
Cal. Immediately, Cal is put in
an almost unbearable situation of carefully questioning an
old friend while defending his
identity with a quick-to-accuse
partner. To make matters worse,
the ever-abusive media quickly reports that Collins and his
assistant were involved in an
affair. Along with a pressing editor-in-chief (Helen Mirren), only
a few of these basic elements
are borrowed from the original
series.
In keeping with the trend of
borrowing from a television
series, the Americanized film
version of "State of Play" also
follows suit with "lericho" and
this year's season of "24." Both
shows have featured a central
conspiracy around a mysterious
private military organization. In
"State of Play," there's a similar
Blackwater-like company interfering with Cal's investigations,
ultimately offering some intense
sequences of suspense. However,

car needed as it flew down the
tracks and finished its course.
Andrea and Tony have a theory about why their car hit a
snag.
"Sometimes it doesn't make
it all the way up because the
weight in the car is so evenly
distributed," Andrea said.
l-'our years later, Tony and
Andrea still relay the details of
the story to their friends.
Robin Innes, director of
public relations at Cedar Point,
would say that they are one
of few. Although Cedar Point
doesn't have statistics about
exactly how many riders get
stuck, he said it "doesn't happen very often" and that the
maintenance at Cedar Point is
up to speed.
"We check them every day
during the off-season as well
as 24/7 during the summer,"
he said.
Every coaster must be
inspected and licensed by the
state before it can open each

with so many incarnations of
these twists and turns already
featured in other programs,
many of the viewers will see the
twists coming a mile away.
With all this borrowing and
blatantly obvious plot twists,
"State of Play" succeeds as a film
due to its star performances
and intelligently poetic writing. Luckily, they've nailed the
depiction of classic journalism.
Because of this, the film, unlike
the miniseries, is able to make a
case for a traditional approach to
journalism as it's quickly being
consumed by our fast-paced
world of new media. The terrific
blend of performances by Crowe.
McAdamsandevenAffleckbring
sentimentality to the truth-seeking journalists who refuse to run
incomplete stories for the sake of
boosting sales. With all the dedication that was put into forming
"State of Play's" effusive argument, a resembling approach to
the film couldn't be closer to the
truth.
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"From 1987-2000, Ohio has only had
three fatalities in amusement park rides
throughout the state, according to the
Consumer Product Safety Commission."
summer, so being injured or
worse on any ride is as likely
as being struck by lightning or
bitten by a shark.
From
1987-2000,
Ohio
has only had three fatalities in amusement park rides
throughout the state, according to the Consumer Product
Safety Commission.
The study by the CPSC,
"Amusement ride related Injuries and death in the United
States 1987-2000" also reported that females have twice as
many injuries as males.
But the ratio is small. Out
of all of those scrambling to
throw their hands up and
scream as thev barrel down a

hill at full speed, there are 20.8
people per million riders that
ever have a problem.
Tony hasn't been on the 'lop
Thrill Dragster since.
But not out of fear. He just
doesn't have his own dragster
to ride up from Pennsylvania.

(Factboxes based
on facts from the
Consumer Product Safety
Commission Amusement
Park Ride Related Injuries
and Deaths in the U.S.
1987-2000)

CEDARPOIMTCOM

BIRD'S EYE VIEW: The Top Thrill Dragster is one of many relic coasters featured ai
Cedar Point. The park opens for the season on May 16

Need Cash?

1
Letter Grade: B
Rated PG-13 for some violence,
language including sexual references, and brief drug content.
Runtime: 127 mm.
Starring: Russell Crowe. Ben
Affleck. Rachel McAdams. Helen
Mirren, Robin Wright Penn. Jason
Bateman and Jeff Daniels
Directed by Kevin Macdonald

ON THE RECORD
What are you listening to on your music player?
1. Lil Wayne - "I'm Not
Human"
2. Pepper — "Point and
Shoot"
3. Reel Big Fish - "Beer"
4. Rebelution — "Green
to Black"
5. Saves The Day —
"Freakish"

Nick Amelio
Chicago. Illinois

"These five songs are great to
listen to while partying. They also
never get old like the songs on the
radio do."

RECENTLY REMODELED

Book

Buy
Back

NOW IN PROGRESS

334 N. Main St.
530 E. WOOSTER
419.353.7732
WWW.SBXGOFALCONS.COM

Starting at $780/month plus utilities
-OS.

419-352-0717

Save even more!
Monday-Thursday 9am-7pm • Friday 9am-5:30pm
Saturday 9am 5pm

CREENBRIAR, INC.

www.greenbriarrentals.com

• 534 INI. Main St.

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

• Two Bedroom Lower Duplex
• $610.00 per Month
• Quiet Living
s£
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WHAT TO DO
IN TOWN
ArtWalk! 2009
Tomorrow from 12 - S
p.m. in downtown Bowling
Green, the 16th annual
ArtWalk! will be a
walking tour through
galleries from over 100
ROirtNrOMHOESCOM

talented, local artists

STATE OF THE UNION: Vo

Admission is free, and the

»nd Crowe star in'State of Play."

event will be held rain or

a behind-the-scenes look at the media

shine.

Mirren,
leading
men play
with fire in
poli-thriller
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Monkey Storms
Heaven
This weekend at '.he Joe

By Aaron H.lff.rlch

E. Brown Theatre. The

Mm Critic

department of tl eatreand
Film will present a play

It could be safe to say thai the
majority of American audiences Who sec the new Russell
Crowe thriller. "Stale of Play." are
unaware ol the British television
series starring Bill Nighy and
Kelly Maedonald. As an updated
version of this miniseries. the
new film seizes the opportunity
to give a final tribute to the struggling newspaper industry.
Crowe slars as Cal Mcaffrey:
a senior investigative journalist
who approaches his stories with
dedicated street smarts and honesty. Opposite Cal is Delia l-'rye,
whose new age digital savvy jour-

loosely based on a handful of stories from "The
Journey to the West."
a 16th century comic
novel. The production will
feature Monkey. Pig and
a cast of other characters
in the four of puppets.
Tickets are $12 for
students

See MOVIE | Page 9

TOLEDO
Glass City
Marathon and 5K

Running
to the top
40 beat

Sunday at 8 a.m. in downtown Toledo. The Toledo
Roadrunners Club will
host a marathon, a five
person relay, kids run and
half-marathon. Admission
is $10 - $50.

New Web site
converts popular songs
into fit-friendly guides
By Malt Liasse
Pulse Reporter

Catching up with Katie and Pat

Annie
This weekend at the

Folk/pop alumni duo discusses musical inspirations, meeting each other and
memories of Bowling Green while promoting their second album

Stranahan Theater, the
Broadway musical "Annie."
about an orphan who gets

By Andrew Clayman

adopted by a wealthy
man. will be performed.
Call 419-381-8851 for
more information.

ELSEWHERE
Maumee
Tomonow from 10 a.m. - 5
p.m.. and Sunday from 11

WRITE ME A LOVE SONG:
■

a.m. - 4 p.m. at the Lucas
County Recreation Center.

Nobody can relive the past, but
If you wail long enough, you jusi
might gel ashoi ai a sequel.
It's been five years since singei songwriterKatieWatkinsfirsI
I the cover ol the Pulse.
Bai k then, she was known as
Katie Ntanko
a 20 year old
University student and a local
celebrity ol sons. Her numerous .H oustic gigs ,II Howard's,
(irumpy Dave's and othei ven
ncs II.KI earned her a devoted

following across campus, and
the Pulse had picked up mi the
buzz.
"I remember being so excited, because nobody had ever
wanted to talk to me about my
music before," Katie recalls.
"Opening the paper and seeing
ih.ii article was pretty awesome,
even though I fell lame foi play
ing someone else's guitar in the
photo they used |laughs|."
lo say ,i loi has changed In
five years would be an understatement, Inn Katie's passion
for music has only grown since

graduation, today, she lives in
Chicago with her husband Pat
Watkins, anothei University
alumnus with whom she has
formed the aptly titled folk-pop
hand Katie & Pat. The duo's
second album, "On a Balance
Beam" drops May 9.
"To me. this album has much
more of a full hand feel than a
duet feel," Pat said. "All of the
recording is still just Katie and I,
but we incorporated more dabKATIE*PAT|P.i.!clO

It's something that clumps Black
lived Peas' new hit "Boom Boom
Pow" with Flo Hida's "Sugar"' and
lOlllls "Starstrukk." When
throwing in We The King's "Secret
Valentine," the Yeah Yeah Yeah's
"Zero," Britney Spears' "If You Seek
Amy" and Seether's "Careless
Whisper," you got yourself the
perfect set of songs to save on your
il'od as a workout playlisl.
With the help of the newly surfacing Web site. Hunhundred.com,
creator Chris Lawhom has fashioned a place for people to come
in and find new songs to feel the
burn to. Liwhorn, a 1)1 lor a spring
break company, said that when
he turned 30 years old a year ago,
lie vowed to gel in better shape,
which inspired his making of the
site.
BEAT |

qelO

Friends of Toledo Model
Railroaders collectors/craft
show will be presented
Call 419-841-7492 for

Shop updates general store vibe, combines organic food and products with live music
By Laura Lee Caracciolo

ticketing information.

THEY SAID IT

Peace signs, the smell ol Nag
Champa, fresh bread, tye-dyed
tapestries and vintage jewelry
those arc jusi a few ol the
many perks at I lappy Badger.

"The freshmen bring
a little knowledge in
and the seniors take
none out, so it
accumulates through
the years."
—A. Lawrence

Lowell

I he North Main Street shop
has been supplying unique
goods to local customers foi ovei
three years
Owners Donna and Man
( uliiii opened the clothing and
gil'i shop primarily focusing on
local products and fair-trade,
In addition, I lappy Badger fea
lures /ingcrinans Bakehouse.
( alder's l),in\ and Rosewood
Foods, all specializing In organic gourmet foods,
Donna and Man's daughter,
Sarah, who also works al the
shop, also mentioned that the
store gives out (rips ol coffee lo

customers who are jusi passing
through.
I lappj Badgei is like a country general store these days with
people walking out with glass
jars nl In sh milk, baked bread,
farm eggs and cheese. Sarah
said.
I he shop caters directly to
its i ii itomers
often ordering
directly out ol the catalogs lor
every thing from a specialized
t shin loageinsione ring.
Mt hough Happy Badger
has proven to be a success, it
is undergoing some changes,
I he shop is being renovated to
mi lude more spai e, activities
.Hid a variety ol new products.
"I'm really excited aboul the
extra space,'" Sarah said. "It will
be a place foi artists to hold

THEHAPmADGERCOM
HAPPY GO LUCKY:

BADGER

Page 10

i ■ i and Al.m Cohen run The Happy Badger with help from their daughter Sarah. The shop combines local

and fair-trade pioducls as well as food products from local farms and bakeries including Zingermans Bakehouse and Calders Dairy Tomorrow
i (lows during ihe Ait Walk for local artists and musicians.
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COASTERS
From Page 8

"There's a moment of awe
because you don't really expect
tosji there that high," he said.
Fifteen minutes passed as
the crowd stared at the car
that had paused for dramatic
effect.
When the ambulance pulled
up below, Tony's sister. Andrea,
started to panic.
"What if it doesn't recognize
that there's another car up
there, and they send another
one up? What if the brakes
don't work? "she thought as she
put her head down between
her knees in the seal.
Soon. Tony noticed someone
riding up the elevator next to
the track.
The door opened and the
mechanic inside stuck his
foot out to tap the back of the
coaster.
His slight push was all the

MOVIES
From Page 8

nalism tactics irritate the veteran
reporter beyond a simple warm
greeting. When a congressman's
assistant is mysteriously killed,
Cal and Delia are assigned to
investigate the case regardless of
a conflict of interest.
Ben Affleck also stars as
Stephen Collins: the congressman in question who is also
the old college roommate of
Cal. Immediately, Cal is put in
an almost unbearable situation of carefully questioning an
old friend while defending his
identity with a quick-to-accuse
partner. To make matters worse,
the ever-abusive media quickly reports that Collins and his
assistant were Involved in an
affair. Along with a pressing editor-in-chief (Helen Mirrenl. only
a few of these basic elements
are borrowed from the original
series.
In keeping with the trend of
borrowing from a television
scries, the Americanized film
version of "State of Play" also
follows suit with "Jericho" and
this year's season of "24." Both
shows have featured a central
conspiracy around a mysterious
private military organization. In
"State of Play," there's a similar
lilackwater-like company interfering with Cal's investigations,
ultimately offering some intense
sequences of suspense. However,

car needed as it flew down the
tracks and finished its course.
Andrea and Tony have a theory about why their car hit a
snag.
"Sometimes it doesn't make
it all the way up because the
weight in the car is so evenly
distributed." Andrea said.
four years later, Tony and
Andrea still relay the details of
the story to their friends.
Robin Innes, director of
public relations at Cedar Point,
would say that they are one
tit lew. Although Cedar Point
doesn't have statistics about
exactly how many riders get
stuck, he said it "doesn't hap
pen very often" and that the
maintenance at Cedar Point is
up to speed.
"We check them every day
during the off-season as well
as 24/7 during the summer,"
he said.
l-very coaster must be
inspected and licensed by the
state before it can open each

with so many incarnations of
these twists and turns already
featured in other programs,
many of the viewers will see the
twists cominga mile away.
With all this borrowing and
blatantly obvious plot twists.
"State of Play" succeeds as a film
due to its star performances
and intelligently poetic writing. Luckily, they've nailed the
depiction of classic journalism.
Because of this, the film, unlike
the miniseries. is able to make a
case for a traditional approach to
journalism as it's quickly being
consumed by our fast-paced
world of new media. The terrific
blend of performances by Crowe,
McAdamsandevenAffleck bring
sentimentality to the truth-seeking journalists who refuse to run
incomplete stories for t he sake of
boosting sales. With all the dedication that was put into forming
"State of Play's" effusive argument, a resembling approach to
the film couldn't be closer to the

9

"From 1987-2000. Ohio has only had
three fatalities in amusement park rides
throughout the state, according to the
Consumer Product Safety Commission."
summer, so being injured or
worse on any ride is as likely
as being struck by lightning or
bitten by a shark.
Prom
I'm: 2000,
Ohio
has only had three fatalities in amusement park rides
throughout the state, according to the Consumer Product

bill at lull speed, there are 20.8
people per million riders thai
ever have a problem.
Tony hasn't been on the fop
I brill Dragster since.
but not out ill fear, lie jusl
doesn't have his own dragster
to ride up from Pennsylvania,

Safety Commission.

(Factboxes based
on facts from the
Consumer Product Safety
Commission Amusement
Park Ride Related Injuries
and Deaths in the U.S.
1987-2000)

The study by the CPSC,
"Amusement ride related injuries and death in the United
States 1987-2000" also report
ed that females have twice as
many injuries as males.
But the ratio is small, tint
of all of those scrambling to
throw their hands up .mil
scream as they barrel down :i

CfDARPOMTCr>

BIRDS EYE VIEW:
Cedar Point T»*> park opens for the season t

Need Cash?

truth.
Letter Grade. B
Rated PG-13 for some violence,
language including sexual references, and brief drug content.
Runtime: 127 mm.
Starring: Russell Crowe. Ben
Affleck. Rachel McAdams. Helen
Mirren. Robin Wright Penn. Jason
Bateman and Jeff Daniels
Directed by Kevin Macdonald

ON THE RECORD
What are you listening to on your music player?
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Nick Amelio
Chicago. Illinois
Junior

1. Lil Wayne -"I'm Not
Human''
2. Pepper — "Point and

Shoot"
3. Reel Big Fish - "Beer
4. Rebelution — "Green
to Black"
5. Saves The Day —
"Freakish"

"These five songs are great to
listen to while partying. They also
never get old like the songs on the
radio do."

RECENTLY REMODELED

Book
Buy
Back
NOW IN PROGRESS

334 N. Main St.
■■■■BS

]BEDROOM A
530 E. WOOSTER
419.353.7732
WWW.SBXGOFALCONS.COM

all Balh

Lautjdrj

.. ive
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Plenty ot ~v.r-,rv
Close to Qt .■'■■■■

Starting at $780/month plus utilities

419-3520717
GREENBRIAR, INC.

Save even more!
Monday-Thursday 9am-7pm • Friday 9am-5:30pm
Saturday 9am-5pm

www.greenbriarrentals.com

• 534 IM. Main St.

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

• Two Bedroom Lower Duplex
• $610.00 per Month
• Quiet Living
*S
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HAPPYBADGtRCOM

ONE STOP SHOP: Anyone looking for alternative and eco-fnendry products will be in
shopping heaven while biowsmg through the shop The Happy Badger is open MondaySaturday (rom Ham. to-6 p.m. or Sunday Irom 12-4 p.m To contact the store, call 419552-0706 or visit the Web site at www.happybadgei.com

"In the past we got

BADGER

a little crazy with a

From Page 8
their art shows, film students
to set up showcases, lecture
luncheons and workshops,
non-profits to hold meetings
and community events and
musicians to throw concerts at
the Badger."
The Cohens like conscientious, creative, fun people and
view their store as a magnet for
networking and meeting great
folks.
"In the past we got a little
crazy with a I,:i0() square foot
location in Toledo," Sarah said.
"It was insanely huge — like a
football stadium with the seals.
We had a rockin' cafe and a
coffee bar along with our store
and a concert space. It was a bit
much tr> manage, hut we came
out of it with some amazing
recipes and musical contacts."
The additional space on
Main Street will give Happ)
Badger an opportunity to

KATIE & PAT
From Page 8
orate instrumentation than cm
our first record (2007s This
Time of Year), specifically live

drums and piano."
"'On a
Balance Beam's"
slick production and mature,
dynamic songwritins are a far
cry from the days when Katie
and Pat were upstart solo artists in Bowling Green, still
searching lor their sound and
each other.
"I was definitely listening to a
lot of Jimmy Eat World and The
Get Up Kids back then.' Katie
said. "But I grew up loving John
Denver, so it was like trying to
be emo and folk, which wasn't
a great combination."
"The first time Katie and I
were introduced was during a
Resident Advisor training session in the summer of 2003,"
recalled Pat Katie was a bit
punky then, with knee high
socks and pigtails that went
way past shoulder length. We
would see each other from time
to time after that, but it wasn't
until the spring of 200.1 that we
actually started dating."
Naturally, a musical partnership soon followed suit.
"Katie had a much larger catalog of songs than 1 did at the
time, so we started practicing
a lot of her material. I would
add little guitar licks here and
there to fill in the gaps and sing
backup vocals. That's really
how Katie & Pal was born."
As they did for their debut
album, Katie and Pat will be
hosting their CD release party

1,300 square foot
location in Toledo."
Ei ployee
include these elements on an
easier to manage level.
This Saturday at the Art
Walk, the Happy Badger will
be opening up their space for
local artists and musicians
to display their talents to the

public.
If you would like to book an
event, 1 lappy Badger will serve
guests from a select cafe menu
featuring sandwiches and salads.
Stop on in to Happy Badger
anytime
Monday-Saturday
from 11 a.m.-(i p.m. or Sunday
from 12 p.m.-4 p.m. To contact
the store, call 419-352-0706
or visit the Web site at www.
happybadger.com.

at Coffee Amici, just down the
road in l-indlay, Ohio. The duo
still have a considerable following in Northwest Ohio, but as a
new band in the vast Chicago
scene, they're trying to make
their mark on an even bigger
stage'.
Moving to Chicago has
made us feel much more like
small fish in a big pond," Katie
said. "But it has also been very
rewarding. Life is a lot more
last-paced now, but we're staying realistic, I suppose. We still
dream big, hut we don't expect
any t hi ng. That way we aren't as
disappointed if it doesn't happen, and if it docs, it will be
even more magical."
In the meantime, Katie
Watkins is quite happy to be
back in The BG News, a friendly
reminder of those happy, pigtailed days of yore.
"I miss a lot of things about
BG—Pinders, Video Spectrum,
I lowards, and just all the familiar faces and general feeling of
freedom. It's just a wonderful
little place."

Editor's Note: Guest
Reporter Andrew dayman
was a Pulse writer in
2003 when Katie Watkins

...

Currently a music journalist
in Chicago, he couldn't pass
up the chance for his own
nostalgic homecoming, and
to chat with an old friend.

www.sambs.com
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Contented sigh
Deepens a waterway
Matured
Cubs great Santo
Words of comprehension

9 Fortnight components
10 Flush
37

■ ■■

i

11 Words of approval
12 Twyla Tharp forte

13
18
23
25
26
28
29

Wrapped up
Intend
Satirist Silverstein
Flush
Educates
Clenched hand
Easy gait

45
46
47
48
50
52
53

31 Sentry's command
32 Tax grp.
34 Fountain choice

56
57
60

35 Discusses work
36 Competent

61

Fungus structures
Confirmation
Fencing maneuver
Modify
Prod lightly
Prevail upon
MD athlete
Old Norse character
"_ FluxFemale rabbit
Bygone Eur. realm

37 Van _. CA
39 Slovenly person
42 Veracruz change

ACROSS

43 Backer

1 Wanderer
6 Network
10 Lose color

44 Within the law
45 Heavy nails

14
15
16
17
19

Noisy
Sub _ (secretly)
One-name model
Flush
Peddle

20
21
22
24
27
28
30
33
34
38
39
40

Garland of orchids
Morning droplets
Basic nature
Human herbivores
Washed (down)
Grayish-yellow
Head honcho
Tiniest quantities
Quack
Blueprint detail
Combines
"The Thief of Bagdad" co-star

46
49
51
54
55
58
59
62
63
64
65
66
67

Romps
Pretentious people
Exclude
Capacious coffeepot
Madrid Mrs.
Airing
Flush
Pointed arch
Sailor's drink
Maine college town
Plant with fronds
Dueling sword
Corral again
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41 Chuck Yeager, e.g.
43 Tarnish
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Before beginning, hiwhorn
VOTED Bl
recalled his days in high school
when he ran track as an extracur! SPECIALS!
ricular activity and liked to run to
ee our coupon menu at
songs that featured beats where
pisanellos.com
$6 50 minimum
L,
the bass hit with every step he
Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.
I
took. Now, he searches today's top
40 for songs that have between 1 lb'
beats per minute (which would
equal a fast walk when stepped to
For Rent
For Rent
correctly) and 160 beats per minute (that would equal a fast run
1 & 2 BR apts, quiet. Sign up now for
Avail Aug. Great houses, Great locaor sprint).
tall, save up to $1200
tions! 1BR -$395/mo, 3BR -$795/mo.
Lawhorn said the Web site
Susan- 419-841-9816, 419-345-4768
Also properties zoned for
showcases songs to "help people
5 -$12O0/mo & 6 -$1600/mo.
12 month leases starting May 2009:
Call 419-353-0326 for details
stay on target" when working out.
841 3rd - 3BR duplex, $900 + util,
Ask about security deposit specials!
He added that this is the ideal
525 Manville - 3BR house
Web site lor maratboners, who are
$700/mo ♦ utilities,
Avail now, newly remodeled apt w/
looking for a specific tempo to
424 S. College - 3BR house
3 BR. each w/ prrv. bath & entrance.
New BGSU football helmet cakes &
$700/mo ♦ utilities,
Close to campus. $950/mo * elec
run to.
Frieda Falcon eggs. Call
818/822 2nd St-2BR.
Call 419-708-9981
He also said he has heard of a 419-308-8542 to order for graduation
$5l0/mo *gas/elec
or e-mail Tobtservice@cs.com
few people who have used the site
Avail, summer &/or 1st semester
12 month leases starting Aug. 2009:
for their show horses, who also
only, see Cartyrentals.com
837 3rd St - 3BR duplex.
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
have to step to a specific tempo,
$885/mo -Hitil
Services
Offered
322 E Court #5 -1BR, $435 incl util,
even though he had never anticiBasement Apt. Near Campus
453 S Prospect B- 1BR.
pated a demographic as bizarre as
$350/mo, util. incl.
$330/mo » electric.
Call 419-352-5882
the horse community.
Outdoor beach volleyball league now
wwwbgapartments.com
The Web site not only names forming, coed recreational advanced.
S. Smith Contracting
House w/ 6 BR. 2 baths & laundry,
10wk session, $200-$250Aeam
many songs perfect for a work419-352-8917
916 Third St. $1,650/mo
Music & outdoor bar avail, nightly.
out, but also features the beats
Call 419-308-7955
call 419-874-9800 or gmisports.net
130-134 Liberty St- 1 & 2 BR's avail
per minute each song has in it. For
$465-$625/mo * gas & elec
Jay-Mar 8th S High St.
Southside Storage, 993 S. Main St,
instance, "Sex On Fire" by Kings
Call 419-354-6036. 9am-3pm, M-F.
2BR apts - $475-495/mo + gas/elec
has units available lor summer!
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
Of Leon has a rate of 153 BPM
Low security deposit.
Call 419-353-8206
and The Tings Tings "That's Not
419-354-6036, 9am-3pm M-F
1BR apt. close to campus,
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
My Name" has 145 BPM. which
$395/mo + electric, pet friendly.
makes them perfect songs for
Avail now & Aug. call 419-708-9981.
Wanted
Price Reduced. Fifth Street Apts
a fast run. But songs like Keith
2BR. 2 bath, C/A. appliances,
1 BR avail Aug 09,
Oman's "Kiss A Cirl" (121 BPM)
shuttle stop across street, $450/mo.
443 N Enterprise, $300/mo
and Enrique Inglesias' andCiara's Roommate needed to sublease room
Call
Jack or Phil at 800-829-8638.
1BR avail Aug. 09,
in house w/ 4 girls, 146 S College,
"Taking Back My Love" (125 BPM)
112 Ridge St, $350'mo.
Aug 09-Aug 10 . call 419-410-7150
Shamrock Storage -1724 E Wooster,
Efficiency apt avail,
are teller for more of a slower jog.
Summer storage near campus avail.
443 N. Enterprise. $250/mo.
Sophomore Brian Cowan said
Call 419-354-0070 to reserve today!
Call 419-308-2458.
he enjoys listening lo fast-paced
Help Wanted
SHAMROCK STUDIOS:
harder rock bands like Underoath
2 BR/1 bath -Garden Grove TownStudio apts avail, semester leases
and The Devil Wears Prada
houses. $495/mo 12 mo lease ♦ dep,
avail.
Fully
furnished. We provide all
(BARTENDING! up to $300/day. No short term lease avail. 419-353-5891
because "it's more of pump up
util, cable TV S high speed internet
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 419-354-0070 or visit
music with the heavy drums and
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
2BR duplex w/ Irg LR. util w/ W/D.
www.shamrockbg.com
guitar."
8th & High St, $595/mo, garage avail
Computer
help
with
IPOD
etc,
avail. May. call 419-352-8872.
Sophomore Nicole Surman said
Summit
Hill 414/418 S. Summit St.
needed in Haskins Call Cindy at
she would use the Web site for
?.BR A/C, garage, W/D. remodeled,
419-823-1140 after 5pm
2BR duplex. Irg LR, Irg bath w/ W/D.
spacious, pet friendly, new low price!
new song ideas, and also said she
garage avail. $595/mo. avail. May.
Avail Now -1 BR's @ The Highlands,
Computer savvy student w/ teaching
uses Lil Wayne because hip hop
call 419-352-8872.
Call 419-354-6036
skills
needed
to
lead
several
workpumps her up more.
shops in Publisher & social network3 BR house, 404 S College
The Web site covers song
ing apps including MySpace. Face$575/mo plus util.
The Highlands - 220 Napoleon Rcl
options from almost every genre
book & Twitter for public librarians.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850
1 BR apts, $375-$415/mo t elec.
Training to be held in local computer
such as pop with Kelly Clarkson's
Great locations, low sec. deposit!
3BR house available August.
"My Life Would Suck Without You," lab downtown. Contact Allan Gray at
Call
419-354-6036, 9am-3pm M-F.
606 5th St, $850/mo tutil. excellent
Nonhwest Regional Library System
(145 BPM) hip hop with Jamie Foxx
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
condition! Call 419-308-2458
at e-mail: agray@wcnet.org
and T'.l.'s "lust Like Me" (151 BPM)
detailing relevant experience.
3BR, 2 bath - house w/den, 5th St,
and Keri Hilson and Lil Wayne's
Interviews will be conducted. This is
The Homestead
$750/mo, avail May.
"Turnin' Me On," (158 BPM) and
a contract position (per training
1,2 BR's & 1 BR w/ study apts
call 419-352-8872.
session) & pay is negotiable.
rock with The Offspring's "You're
$525-650/mo ♦ all util, great locationl
Classes may run through summer.
Gonna Go Far, Kid." (126 BPM)
426 E. Wooster, Lg 1 Bdrm,
Call 419-354-6036, 9am-3pm. M-F
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
avail Fall 2009, $475/mo. utils incl.
and Fall Out Boy's "American
Nanny wanted to care for two girls,
Call
419-352-5882
ages 4 & 7 tn BG home. 4-5 days/wk
Suitehearts"(160BPM).
Runhundred.com features dif- over the summer. Childcare exp. req
4BR. 2 bath - house, bsmt w/ W/D
$9-10/hr, call 419-353-5363
ferent songs that users of the site
hookup, Wooster St. $1050/mo,
avail May, call 419-352-8872
are invited to vole and take part in
SUMMER OPENINGS
Flex, sched, $14.25 base - appt.
regarding the popularity of each
Apts. Studio - 1,2 & 3 BR.
customer sales/service, will train,
tune. Although, for unknown reawww.titerentals.com
all ages 17f, interview now.
sons, Lawhorn shared that some
May & Aug. call 419-353-8206
k Condominiums
start after finalsl Call 419-740-7299
songs are weirdly more popular
Storage & Studios
than others with the same exact
tempos, like Katy Perry's "Hot
For Rent
***.%*
» Near Campus
N Cold" trampling Pink's "So
What."
» Low Rates
• ACROSS FROM KOHL HALL ■
With this, Lawhorn wanted to
2 BR apt -1026 E Wooster,
■ Accessable 24 hrs
stress that some songs "people do
$595/mo, avail NOW!
I*
• 1724 E. Wooster
and don't work out to are similar."
2 huge BR apt -1024 E. Wooster,
$495/mo, avail. August.
Near Bob Evans
Reduced
Rail
1 BR apt - 920 E Wooster.
$495/mo incl. all util, avail. Aug 09.
Near BGSU, private
2 - 2BR apts - 920 E Wooster.
S695/mo, avail May & Aug.
patio/entrance, extra
Call 614-668-1116.

PISRN€LLO'S|

203 N. Main KrXSET 352-5166 I

SHAMROCK
.VILLAGE

was originally featured.

CHECK OUT OUR MENU AT
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1 Do perfectly
2 Caen's nver

3 Spurs into action
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" 2 and 3 BR apts/houses. 09-10 sy.
see Cartyrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.

JON II,.,
TUES,WED:1UM 2AM

THURS, FRI, SAT: ll.--3»«

"*1-4 BR apts & houses 09-10 sy.
1 lg house left, 8 allowed on lease,
next to campus & downtown,
low as $250/mo for each student.
See Cartyrentals com for discounts
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

IVYWOODAPTS.;
Bdrms./Studios «v

#

I*

*
>
«

:•
*
>
*

storage, pets welcome
short-term leases avail.
Also, no Security

«

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

*

Call Today to Reserve a Unit:

KHOW*

(419)354-0070

Deposit and 1/2 off 1st
month if you move in
before 5/31/09.*

419-352-7691
Restriction* Apply

>*■

Summer
Storage!

•

•**♦-•*« !•-.♦.'>

www.shamrockbg.com

i

